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A B S T R A C T

Background

Aspirin and heparin are widely used as preventive strategy to reduce the high risk of recurrent pregnancy loss in women with
antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL).

This review supersedes a previous, out-of-date review that evaluated all potential therapies for preventing recurrent pregnancy loss in
women with aPL. The current review focusses on a narrower scope because current clinical practice is restricted to using aspirin or heparins,
or both for women with aPL in an attempt to reduce pregnancy complications.

Objectives

To assess the eIects of aspirin or heparin, or both for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent (on two separate occasions)
aPL, either lupus anticoagulant (LAC), anticardiolipin (aCL) or aβ2-glycoprotein-I antibodies (aβ2GPI) or a combination, and recurrent

pregnancy loss (two or more, which do not have to be consecutive).

Search methods

We searched Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth’s Trials Register, ClinicalTrials.gov, the WHO International Clinical Trials Registry Platform
(ICTRP) (3 June 2019), and reference lists of retrieved studies. Where necessary, we attempted to contact trial authors.

Selection criteria

Randomised, cluster-randomised and quasi-randomised controlled trials that assess the eIects of aspirin, heparin (either low-molecular-
weight heparin (LMWH) or unfractionated heparin (UFH]), or a combination of aspirin and heparin compared with no treatment, placebo
or another, on pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent aPL and recurrent pregnancy loss were eligible. All treatment regimens were
considered.

Data collection and analysis

Two review authors independently assessed trials for inclusion criteria and risk of bias. Two review authors independently extracted data
and checked them for accuracy and the certainty of the evidence was assessed using the GRADE approach.

Aspirin or heparin or both for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent
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Main results

Eleven studies (1672 women) met the inclusion criteria; nine randomised controlled trials and two quasi-RCTs. The studies were conducted
in the USA, Canada, UK, China, New Zealand, Iraq and Egypt. One included trial involved 1015 women, all other included trials had
considerably lower numbers of participants (i.e. 141 women or fewer).

Some studies had high risk of selection and attrition bias, and many did not include suIicient information to judge the risk of reporting
bias. Overall, the certainty of evidence is low to very low due to the small numbers of women in the studies and to the risk of bias.

The dose and type of heparin and aspirin varied among studies. One study compared aspirin alone with placebo; no studies compared
heparin alone with placebo and there were no trials that had a no treatment comparator arm during pregnancy; five studies explored the
eIicacy of heparin (either UFH or LMWH) combined with aspirin compared with aspirin alone; one trial compared LMWH with aspirin; two
trials compared the combination of LMWH plus aspirin with the combination of UFH plus aspirin; two studies evaluated the combination
of diIerent doses of heparin combined with aspirin. All trials used aspirin at a low dose.

Aspirin versus placebo

We are very uncertain if aspirin has any eIect on live birth compared to placebo (risk ratio (RR) 0.94, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.71 to
1.25, 1 trial, 40 women, very low-certainty evidence).

We are very uncertain if aspirin has any eIect on the risk of pre-eclampsia, pregnancy loss, preterm delivery of a live infant, intrauterine
growth restriction or adverse events in the child, compared to placebo. We are very uncertain if aspirin has any eIect on adverse events
(bleeding) in the mother compared with placebo (RR 1.29, 95% CI 0.60 to 2.77, 1 study, 40 women). The certainty of evidence for these
outcomes is very low because of imprecision, due to the low numbers of women involved and the wide 95% CIs, and also because of risk
of bias.

Venous thromboembolism and arterial thromboembolism were not reported in the included studies.

Heparin plus aspirin versus aspirin alone

Heparin plus aspirin may increase the number of live births (RR 1.27, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.49, 5 studies, 1295 women, low-certainty evidence).

We are uncertain if heparin plus aspirin has any eIect on the risk of pre-eclampsia, preterm delivery of a live infant, or intrauterine growth
restriction, compared with aspirin alone because of risk of bias and imprecision due to the low numbers of women involved and the wide
95% CIs. We are very uncertain if heparin plus aspirin has any eIect on adverse events (bleeding) in the mother compared with aspirin
alone (RR 1.65, 95% CI 0.19 to 14.03, 1 study, 31 women).

No women in either the heparin plus aspirin group or the aspirin alone group had heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, allergic reactions,
or venous or arterial thromboembolism. Similarly, no infants had congenital malformations.

Heparin plus aspirin may reduce the risk of pregnancy loss (RR 0.48, 95% CI 0.32 to 0.71, 5 studies, 1295 women, low-certainty evidence).

When comparing LMWH plus aspirin versus aspirin alone the pooled RR for live birth was 1.20 (95% CI 1.04 to 1.38, 3 trials, 1155 women).
In the comparison of UFH plus aspirin versus aspirin alone, the RR for live birth was 1.74 (95% CI 1.28 to 2.35, 2 trials, 140 women).

Authors' conclusions

The combination of heparin (UFH or LMWH) plus aspirin during the course of pregnancy may increase live birth rate in women with
persistent aPL when compared with aspirin treatment alone. The observed beneficial eIect of heparin was driven by one large study in
which LMWH plus aspirin was compared with aspirin alone. Adverse events were frequently not, or not uniformly, reported in the included
studies. More research is needed in this area in order to further evaluate potential risks and benefits of this treatment strategy, especially
among women with aPL and recurrent pregnancy loss, to gain consensus on the ideal prevention for recurrent pregnancy loss, based on
a risk profile.

P L A I N   L A N G U A G E   S U M M A R Y

Anticoagulant drugs for the prevention of recurrent miscarriage in women with antiphospholipid antibodies

We set out to determine if antithrombotic drugs improve pregnancy outcomes for women with persistent antiphospholipid antibody levels
who have had a number of miscarriages.

What is the issue?

Phospholipid molecules help form the cell membranes and are critical to a cell's ability to function. The immune system can develop
antibodies that are directed against proteins attached to the phospholipids. DiIerent types of antiphospholipid antibodies exist. Presence
of these antibodies can lead to the development of blood clots in either veins or arteries, but also repeated pregnancy losses.

Aspirin or heparin or both for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent
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Why is this important?

Antiphospholipid antibodies are associated with a higher risk of pregnancy complications, including the risk of pregnancy loss. Use of
antithrombotic drugs during pregnancy may help prevent pregnancy loss for women who have had recurrent miscarriages. Aspirin is an
anti-inflammatory drug that reduces platelet aggregation and blood clotting. Heparin is a potent anticoagulant that prevents blood clot
formation. Aspirin and heparin may reduce the risk of miscarriage associated with antiphospholipid antibodies. Low-molecular-weight
heparin is easier to use and causes less side eIects for the mother than undivided or unfractionated heparin.

What evidence did we find?

We searched the medical literature for evidence from randomised controlled trials up to June 2019. We identified 11 studies involving 1672
women who had previously experienced at least two pregnancy losses and had persistent antiphospholipid antibodies in their blood. Most
studies started eligible women on aspirin before conception with women randomly assigned to receive additional heparin, or not, once
pregnancy was confirmed. The dose and type of heparin varied among studies, as did timing for when treatment was started and the length
of time women were treated.

The evidence we identified is low certainty due to the small numbers of women in the studies and to the risk of bias in the studies.

Compared to placebo, we are very uncertain if aspirin has any eIect on live birth, pre-eclampsia, pregnancy loss, preterm delivery
of a live infant, intrauterine growth restriction or adverse events in the child or in the mother. Venous thromboembolism and arterial
thromboembolism were not reported in the studies investigating aspirin compared with placebo.

Heparin plus aspirin may increase the number of live births and may reduce the risk of pregnancy loss.

Compared with aspirin alone, we are uncertain if heparin plus aspirin has any eIect on the risk of pre-eclampsia, preterm delivery of a live
infant, intrauterine growth restriction, or bleeding in the mother.

No women in either the heparin plus aspirin group or the aspirin alone group had heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, allergic reactions,
or venous or arterial thromboembolism. Similarly, no infants had congenital malformations.

What does this mean?

The combination of heparin with aspirin during the course of pregnancy for women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies may lead
to a higher number of live births than treatment with aspirin alone. We are uncertain about the safety of heparin and aspirin for mothers and
infants because of the lack of reporting of adverse events. Future trials should recruit adequate numbers of women and to fully evaluate
the risks and benefits of this treatment strategy.

Aspirin or heparin or both for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent
pregnancy loss (Review)
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S U M M A R Y   O F   F I N D I N G S

 

Summary of findings 1.   Aspirin compared to placebo for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and
recurrent pregnancy loss

Aspirin compared to placebo for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent pregnancy loss

Patient or population: improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent pregnancy loss
Setting: 
Intervention: aspirin
Comparison: placebo

Anticipated absolute effects* (95% CI)Outcomes

Risk with placebo Risk with Aspirin

Relative effect
(95% CI)

№ of partici-
pants
(studies)

Certainty of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Comments

Study populationLive birth

850 per 1,000 799 per 1,000
(603 to 1,000)

RR 0.94
(0.71 to 1.25)

40
(1 RCT)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 1 2
 

Study populationPre-eclampsia

176 per 1,000 187 per 1,000
(44 to 798)

RR 1.06
(0.25 to 4.52)

33
(1 RCT)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 1 2
 

Study populationAdverse events in the mother -
Bleeding

350 per 1,000 451 per 1,000
(210 to 969)

RR 1.29
(0.60 to 2.77)

40
(1 RCT)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 1 2
 

Venous thromboembolism Not reported

Arterial thromboembolism Not reported

Study populationPregnancy loss

150 per 1,000 200 per 1,000
(51 to 782)

RR 1.33
(0.34 to 5.21)

40
(1 RCT)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 1 2
 

Preterm delivery of a live infant 2/16 in the aspirin group and 0/17 in the placebo
group had a preterm delivery of a live infant

RR 5.29
(0.27 to 102.49)

33
(1 RCT)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 1 2
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Study populationIntrauterine growth restriction

235 per 1,000 64 per 1,000
(7 to 501)

RR 0.27
(0.03 to 2.13)

33
(1 RCT)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 1 2
 

Study populationAdverse events in the child - Con-
genital malformations

59 per 1,000 62 per 1,000
(4 to 918)

RR 1.06
(0.07 to 15.60)

33
(1 RCT)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 1 2
 

*The risk in the intervention group (and its 95% confidence interval) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and
its 95% CI).

CI: Confidence interval; RCT: randomised controlled trial; RR: Risk ratio

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: we are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect.
Moderate certainty: we are moderately confident in the effect estimate; the true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is
substantially different.
Low certainty: our confidence in the effect estimate is limited; the true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect.
Very low certainty: we have very little confidence in the effect estimate; the true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect.

1 Downgraded one level due to serious risk of selection and attrition bias
2 Downgraded two levels due to very serious imprecision: few participants and wide confidence intervals crossing the line of no eIect
 
 

Summary of findings 2.   Heparin plus aspirin compared to aspirin for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid
antibodies and recurrent pregnancy loss

Heparin plus aspirin compared to aspirin for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent pregnancy loss

Patient or population: women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent pregnancy loss
Setting: mix of multicentre and single-centre trials, based in the UK, the USA, Canada and China
Intervention: heparin (UFH or LMWH) and aspirin
Comparison: aspirin

Anticipated absolute effects* (95% CI)Outcomes

Risk with Aspirin Risk with Heparin
(UFH or LMWH) and
aspirin

Relative effect
(95% CI)

№ of partici-
pants
(studies)

Certainty of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Comments

Live birth Study population RR 1.27
(1.09 to 1.49)

1295
(5 RCTs)

⊕⊕⊝⊝ Subgroup
analysis:
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675 per 1.000 857 per 1.000
(736 to 1.000)

LOW 1 2 UFH + aspirin
v aspirin:

RR 1.74
(1.28 to 2.35)

LMWH + as-
pirin v as-
pirin:

RR 1.20
(1.04 to 1.38)

Study populationPre-eclampsia

67 per 1.000 48 per 1.000
(7 to 209)

RR 0.57

(0.10 to 3.14)

82
(2 RCTs)

⊕⊕⊝⊝

LOW 3 4
 

Study populationAdverse events in the mother
- Bleeding

91 per 1.000 150 per 1.000
(17 to 1.000)

RR 1.65
(0.19 to 14.03)

31
(1 RCT)

⊕⊕⊝⊝

LOW 4 5
 

Adverse events in the mother
- Heparin-induced thrombo-
cytopenia

0/70 women in the heparin plus aspirin group had heparin-induced thrombocytope-
nia, compared with 0/70 in the aspirin only group.

140

(2 RCTs)

-  

Adverse events in the mother
- Allergic reactions

0/45 women in the heparin plus aspirin group had allergic reactions, compared with
0/45 in the aspirin only group.

90
(1 RCT)

-  

Venous thromboembolism 0/92 women in the heparin plus aspirin group had venous thromboembolism, com-
pared with 0/90 in the aspirin only group.

182

(3 RCTs)

-  

Arterial thromboembolism 0/92 women in the heparin plus aspirin group had venous thromboembolism, com-
pared with 0/90 in the aspirin only group.

182

(3 RCTs)

-  

Study populationPregnancy loss

325 per 1.000 156 per 1.000
(104 to 231)

RR 0.48
(0.32 to 0.71)

1295
(5 RCTs)

⊕⊕⊝⊝

LOW 2 5
 

Preterm delivery of a live in-
fant

Study population RR 0.93 156
(3 RCTs)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 3 6
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141 per 1.000 131 per 1.000
(59 to 291)

(0.42 to 2.07

Study populationIntrauterine growth restric-
tion

125 per 1.000 106 per 1.000
(41 to 274)

RR 0.85

(0.33 to 2.19)

151
(3 RCTs)

⊕⊝⊝⊝

VERY LOW 3 6
 

Adverse events in the child -
Congenital malformations

0/32 infants the heparin plus aspirin group had congenital malformations, compared
with 0/19 in the aspirin only group.

51
(1 RCT)

-  

*The risk in the intervention group (and its 95% confidence interval) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and
its 95% CI).

CI: Confidence interval; LMWH: low-molecular weight heparin; RR: Risk ratio; UFH: unfractionated heparin.

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: we are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect.
Moderate certainty: we are moderately confident in the effect estimate; the true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is
substantially different.
Low certainty: our confidence in the effect estimate is limited; the true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect.
Very low certainty: we have very little confidence in the effect estimate; the true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect.

1 Downgraded one level due to serious risk of bias for limitations (selection and attrition bias)
2 Downgraded one level due to serious inconsistency: heterogeneity in interventions (I2 > 45%)
3 Downgraded one level due to serious risk of bias for limitations (selection and reporting bias)
4 Downgraded one level due to serious imprecision: few participants and wide confidence interval crossing the line of no eIect
5 Downgraded one level due to serious risk of bias for limitations (selection, attrition and reporting bias)
6 Downgraded two levels due to very serious imprecision: few participants and wide confidence interval crossing the line of not eIect
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B A C K G R O U N D

Description of the condition

Antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) are directed against
phospholipids and include lupus anticoagulant (LAC),
immunoglobulin G (IgG) or immunoglobulin M (IgM) anticardiolipin
(aCL) and IgG or IgM anti-β2-glycoprotein-I (aβ2GPI) antibodies.

The presence of aPL is associated with a hypercoagulable state
(Harris 1983), which is an abnormally increased tendency toward
clotting of the blood. aPL are predominantly known for their role in
antiphospholipid syndrome (APS), also known as antiphospholipid
antibody syndrome or Hughes syndrome. APS is an autoimmune
disorder characterised by the occurrence of a clinical event
(recurrent pregnancy loss and/or thrombosis) in the persistent
presence of aPL. Currently, the diagnosis of APS is made according
to the Sydney criteria established in 2006 (also known as the revised
Sapporo criteria), and is based on both clinical and biochemical
findings (Miyakis 2006). The clinical criteria include venous and/
or arterial thrombosis and well-defined pregnancy complications
such as (recurrent) pregnancy loss (miscarriage or fetal loss) and
pre-eclampsia, whereas the biochemical criteria include persistent
(aUer a 12-week window) presence of aPL. The diagnosis of APS is
made if a woman meets at least one of the clinical criteria and at
least one of the biochemical criteria.

Antiphospholipid antibodies are reported to be present in 1% to
5.6% of healthy individuals, with prevalence increasing with age
(Durcan 2016). In women with recurrent first trimester pregnancy
losses, the presence of these antibodies has been detected in 15%
(Rai 1995). Presence of antibodies without clinical events does
not indicate treatment, as only a minority of individuals with aPL
will develop APS (Ruiz-Irastorza 2010). The prevalence of APS is
estimated to range from 40 to 50 per 100,000 individuals, and is
especially increased in women with autoimmune and rheumatic
diseases, such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (Gómez-
Puerta 2014; Love 1990).

Knowledge on the mechanisms and triggers inducing the
development and persistence of aPL and the diIerent clinical
manifestations are poorly understood. It is thought that beside
the presence of the antibodies, a trigger such as pregnancy,
hormonal therapy, malignancy, smoking or infection, plays a key
role in disease initiation (Meroni 2018). As for APS, knowledge and
understanding of the disorder evolve constantly, but uncertainty
regarding pathogenesis, diagnosis, as well as optimal treatment
remains (Schreiber 2018).

Recently it has been suggested that women with diIerent
disease manifestations may represent diIerent subgroups with
subsequently, a diIerent course of disease in terms of recurrence
risk and type of events. For example, women presenting with
thrombotic events may represent a diIerent subgroup from
women presenting with pregnancy complications, or women
presenting with venous events might be a diIerent subgroup again
from women presenting with arterial events (Meroni 2012; Lockshin
2013). Moreover, it has been suggested that the risk of (recurrent)
pregnancy complications may diIer between groups of women.
For example, the risk of pregnancy complications (and type of
complication) may diIer in women with previous complications
compared with women with no previous complication, women with
high and low aPL titres, and women with positive versus negative
LAC antibodies (Erkan 2002; Ioannou 2010; Lockshin 2012).

Description of the intervention

Aspirin and heparins, either unfractionated heparin (UFH) or low-
molecular-weight heparin (LMWH), are antithrombotic drugs, oUen
prescribed with the intention to prevent excessive clotting of the
blood. Aspirin, also known as acetylsalicylic acid, prevents the
formation of thromboxane A2, and inhibits platelet aggregation
(Vane 1971; Vane 2003). Heparins inhibit thrombus formation
by binding to the natural anticoagulant antithrombin, which
results in a potent activation of this enzyme (Chaung 2001). The
preferred route of UFH administration is either by a continuous
intravenous administration or by subcutaneous injection, whereas
LMWH is administered by subcutaneous injection. Important side
eIects of heparin therapy include haemorrhage, heparin-induced
thrombocytopenia and osteoporosis. Heparins do not cross the
placenta and are considered safe for the fetus. Treatment with
therapeutic doses of UFH requires frequent monitoring, which
LMWH treatment does not. For several indications, when studied
in the non-pregnant population, LMWH was found to have similar
eIicacy and a superior safety profile (Green 1994; Nurmohamed
1992). The antithrombotic eIects in pregnant women may not be
alike, due to diIerences in protein binding. Inconsistent findings
have been reported and a direct comparison in a large clinical trial
has not yet been made (Ensom 2004; Pariente 2016).

How the intervention might work

Antithrombotic therapy has been found to reduce the risk of
recurrent (either venous or arterial) thrombosis in APS (ACOG 2012).
Traditionally it is hypothesised that pregnancy complications in
APS are also the result of a hypercoagulable state, partially
by thrombosis of the placental vasculature. Recent hypotheses
describe a more intertwined pathophysiological mechanism in
which both the coagulation system, as well as inflammation
are involved (Meroni 2018; Redecha 2008; Samarkos 2012).
Aspirin and heparin may both have a beneficial eIect on
coagulation and inflammation (Kozlowski 2011; Vane 2003; Vignoli
2006), and are thought to reduce the risk of pregnancy loss
in APS. Antiphospholipid antibodies directly inhibit trophoblast
proliferation and diIerentiation, which can lead to defective
placentation (Meroni 2018). This inhibitory eIect of aPL on
proliferation of trophoblasts has been proposed as the pathogenic
mechanism in early pregnancy loss, whereas late obstetrical
complications have been attributed to a dysfunctional placenta
(Burton 2009; Di Simone 2000; Derksen 2008). The eIects of
UFH on trophoblast proliferation have not been evaluated, but
LMWH has the capacity to stimulate proliferation and protect
against apoptosis (cell death) of trophoblasts (Shomer 2016). For
this reason, if LMWH administration had a beneficial eIect in
prevention of early miscarriage, the eIects would be observed
early during pregnancy. Moreover, it has been suggested that aPLs
aIect the production of several chemokines and angiogenic factors
by human endometrial endothelial cells, which may contribute
to impaired placentation and vascular transformation. Noticeably,
one recent study demonstrated that LMWH and aspirin, alone or
in combination, exacerbated the changes in human endometrial
endothelial function mediated by aPL, rather than protecting
against them (Quao 2018).

Why it is important to do this review

This is a new review which will supersede the previous, out-of-
date review by Empson and colleagues (Empson 2005), which

Aspirin or heparin or both for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent
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included all potential therapies for preventing recurrent pregnancy
loss in women with aPL. This new review has a narrower scope
than Empson 2005, as currently in clinical practice only aspirin or
heparins, or both are used in women with aPL in an attempt to
reduce pregnancy complications. However, it is uncertain whether
these antithrombotic therapies improve pregnancy outcome and
reduce the risk of pregnancy complications in women with
persistent (on two occasions) aPL.

O B J E C T I V E S

To assess the eIects of aspirin or heparin, or both for
improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent (on
two separate occasions) antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL),
either lupus anticoagulant (LAC), anticardiolipin (aCL) or aβ2-

glycoprotein-I antibodies (aβ2GPI), or a combination, and recurrent

pregnancy loss (two or more, which do not have to be consecutive).

M E T H O D S

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies

All randomised controlled trials (RCTs), cluster-randomised trials
and quasi-randomised controlled trials evaluating aspirin or
heparin, or both for improving pregnancy outcome in women
with recurrent pregnancy loss and persistent antiphospholipid
antibodies (aPL). Cross-over trials were excluded due to the
nature of outcomes considered. Studies published in abstract form
only were included if suIicient data were available to determine
eligibility.

Types of participants

This review includes women with recurrent (two or more, which
do not have to be consecutive) pregnancy loss in the presence of
persistent (on two separate occasions) aPL. Pregnancy loss entailed
any miscarriage or fetal loss, however defined by the trial authors.
aPL presence was determined by either positive LAC, aCL or aβ2
antibodies, or a combination.

Types of interventions

Any comparison of aspirin, heparin (either low-molecular-weight
heparin (LMWH) or unfractionated heparin (UFH)) or a combination
of aspirin and heparin with no treatment, placebo or another was
included. Any treatment regimen was considered.

Types of outcome measures

Primary outcomes

1. Live birth

Secondary outcomes

For the mother

1. Pre-eclampsia (definition according to original study)

2. Adverse events in the mother (definitions according to original
study: (A) bleeding, (B) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, (C)
allergic reactions)

3. Venous thromboembolism

4. Arterial thromboembolism

5. Pregnancy loss

For the child

1. Preterm delivery of a live infant (before 37 weeks, 24 to 28 weeks,
28 to 32 weeks and 32 to 37 weeks)

2. Intrauterine growth restriction (definition according to original
study)

3. Adverse events in the child (definitions according to original
study: (A) congenital malformations, (B) neonatal bleeding)

Search methods for identification of studies

The following search methods section was based on a standard
template used by Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth.

Electronic searches

We searched Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth’s Trials Register
by contacting their Information Specialist (3 June 2019).

The Register is a database containing over 25,000 reports of
controlled trials in the field of pregnancy and childbirth. It
represents over 30 years of searching. For full current search
methods used to populate Pregnancy and Childbirth’s Trials
Register including the detailed search strategies for CENTRAL,
MEDLINE, Embase and CINAHL; the list of handsearched journals
and conference proceedings, and the list of journals reviewed via
the current awareness service, please follow this link.

Briefly, Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth’s Trials Register is
maintained by their Information Specialist and contains trials
identified from:

1. monthly searches of the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials (CENTRAL);

2. weekly searches of MEDLINE (Ovid);

3. weekly searches of Embase (Ovid);

4. monthly searches of CINAHL (EBSCO);

5. handsearches of 30 journals and the proceedings of major
conferences;

6. weekly current awareness alerts for a further 44 journals plus
monthly BioMed Central email alerts.

Search results are screened by two people and the full text of
all relevant trial reports identified through the searching activities
described above is reviewed. Based on the intervention described,
each trial report is assigned a number that corresponds to a
specific Pregnancy and Childbirth review topic (or topics), and is
then added to the Register. The Information Specialist searches
the Register for each review using this topic number rather than
keywords. This results in a more specific search set that has
been fully accounted for in the relevant review sections (Included
studies; Excluded studies; Ongoing studies).

In addition, we searched ClinicalTrials.gov and the WHO
International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP) (3 June 2019)
for unpublished, planned and ongoing trial reports using the search
methods detailed in Appendix 1.

Searching other resources

We handsearched the reference lists of retrieved studies and
relevant review articles. We did not apply any language or date
restrictions.

Aspirin or heparin or both for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent
pregnancy loss (Review)
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Data collection and analysis

The following methods section was based on a standard template
used by Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth.

Selection of studies

Two review authors independently assessed for inclusion all
potential studies identified as a result of the search strategy. All
disagreements were resolved through discussion and if necessary
a third author was involved to have the final vote.

We created a study flow diagram to map out the number of records
identified, included and excluded (Moher 2009).

Data extraction and management

We designed a form to extract data. Two review authors
independently extracted data for every eligible study using the
agreed form. A consensus meeting was held to deal with diIerences
in the extracted data, and if necessary a third review author was
involved to have the final vote.

All extracted data were entered into the Review Manager 5 (RevMan
5) soUware (RevMan 2014) and checked for accuracy. In case of
uncertainties regarding the study data, we contacted authors of the
specific study for additional information.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

Two review authors independently assessed risk of bias for
each study using the criteria outlined in the Cochrane Handbook
for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2017). Any
disagreement was resolved by discussion or by involving a third
assessor.

(1) Random sequence generation (checking for possible
selection bias)

We described for each included study the method used to generate
the allocation sequence in suIicient detail to allow an assessment
of whether it should produce comparable groups.

We assessed the method as:

• low risk of bias (any truly random process, e.g. random number
table; computer random-number generator);

• high risk of bias (any non-random process, e.g. odd or even date
of birth; hospital or clinic record number);

• unclear risk of bias.

(2) Allocation concealment (checking for possible selection bias)

We described for each included study the method used to conceal
allocation to interventions prior to assignment and assessed
whether intervention allocation could have been foreseen in
advance of, or during recruitment, or changed aUer assignment.

We assessed the methods as:

• low risk of bias (e.g. telephone or central randomisation;
consecutively-numbered, sealed, opaque envelopes);

• high risk of bias (open random allocation; unsealed or non-
opaque envelopes, alternation; date of birth);

• unclear risk of bias.

(3.1) Blinding of participants and personnel (checking for
possible performance bias)

We described for each included study the methods used, if any, to
blind study participants and personnel from knowledge of which
intervention a participant received. We considered that studies
were at low risk of bias if they were blinded, or if we judged that
the lack of blinding was unlikely to aIect results. We assessed risk
of bias by blinding separately for diIerent outcomes or classes of
outcomes.

We assessed the methods as:

• low, high or unclear risk of bias for participants;

• low, high or unclear risk of bias for personnel.

(3.2) Blinding of outcome assessment (checking for possible
detection bias)

We described for each included study the methods used, if any, to
blind outcome assessors from knowledge of which intervention a
participant received. We assessed blinding separately for diIerent
outcomes or classes of outcomes.

We assessed methods used to blind outcome assessment as:

• low, high or unclear risk of bias.

(4) Incomplete outcome data (checking for possible attrition
bias due to the amount, nature and handling of incomplete
outcome data)

We described for each included study, and for each outcome or
class of outcomes, the completeness of data including attrition
and exclusions from the analysis. We stated whether attrition and
exclusions were reported and the numbers included in the analysis
at each stage (compared with the total randomised participants),
reasons for attrition or exclusion where reported, and whether
missing data were balanced across groups or were related to
outcomes. Where suIicient information was reported, or could be
supplied by the trial authors, we planned to re-include missing data
in the analyses that we undertook.

We assessed the methods as:

• low risk of bias (e.g. no missing outcome data; missing outcome
data balanced across groups);

• high risk of bias (e.g. numbers or reasons for missing
data imbalanced across groups; ‘as-treated’ analysis done
with substantial departure of intervention received from that
assigned at randomisation);

• unclear risk of bias.

(5) Selective reporting (checking for reporting bias)

We described for each included study how we investigated the
possibility of selective outcome reporting bias and what we found.

We assessed the methods as:

• low risk of bias (where it is clear that all of the study’s pre-
specified outcomes and all expected outcomes of interest to the
review have been reported);

• high risk of bias (where not all the study’s pre-specified
outcomes have been reported; one or more reported primary

Aspirin or heparin or both for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent
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outcomes were not pre-specified; outcomes of interest have
been reported incompletely and so cannot be used; study failed
to include results of a key outcome that would have been
expected to have been reported);

• unclear risk of bias.

(6) Other bias (checking for bias due to problems not covered by
(1) to (5) above)

We described for each included study any important concerns we
had about other possible sources of bias.

We assessed whether each study was free of other problems that
could put it at risk of bias:

• low risk of other bias;

• high risk of other bias;

• unclear whether there is risk of other bias.

(7) Overall risk of bias

We made explicit judgements about whether studies are at high risk
of bias, according to the criteria given in the Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2017). With reference
to (1) to (6) above, we planned to assess the likely magnitude and
direction of the bias and whether we considered it is likely to impact
on the findings. We explored the impact of the level of bias through
undertaking sensitivity analyses - see Sensitivity analysis.

Measures of treatment e:ect

Dichotomous data

For dichotomous data, we presented results as summary risk ratio
with 95% confidence intervals.

Continuous data

We did not include any continuous outcome data in the current
review. In future updates, we will use the mean diIerence if
outcomes are measured in the same way between trials. We will use
the standardised mean diIerence to combine trials that measure
the same outcome, but used diIerent methods.

Unit of analysis issues

Cluster-randomised trials

There were no cluster-randomised trials identified to date for
inclusion; we will however include them in future updates in
the analyses along with individually-randomised trials. We will
adjust for sample sizes, guided by the Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2017). If possible, we
will use the estimate of the intra-cluster correlation coeIicient (ICC)
derived from the study, from a similar study or from a study with
a similar population. When we use ICCs from external sources,
we will mention it explicitly in the review, and we will conduct
appropriate sensitivity analyses. When both cluster-randomised
trials and individually-randomised trials are encountered, we will
use relevant data for the review. We will combine results from both
cluster-randomised trials and individually-randomised trials if little
heterogeneity is observed between study designs, provided that
the interaction between the eIect of intervention and choice of
randomisation unit is considered to be unlikely. Heterogeneity will
be acknowledged in the randomisation unit and we will conduct a
sensitivity analysis to explore the eIects of this randomisation unit.

Multiple-arm studies

There were no multi-arm trials identified to date for inclusion.
For future updates, all intervention arms will be reported and
described in the Characteristics of included studies table, including
the number of women randomised to each arm. We will combine
groups, to create a single pair-wise comparison if possible.
Appropriate pair-wise comparisons will then be selected for the
meta-analysis, in order to avoid double-counting of one of the
arms. We will declare in the Characteristics of included studies table
if a trial has an intervention arm that is not applicable or relevant
to our review question. We will only include the intervention and
control groups that meet the eligibility criteria in the analyses.

Cross-over trials

We considered cross-over trials an inappropriate design for this
intervention.

Dealing with missing data

For every individual included study, we determined the level of
attrition. We evaluated the impact on the overall assessment of the
intervention of including studies with high proportions of missing
data by conducting a sensitivity analysis without these studies.

For all outcomes, analyses were carried out, as far as possible, on
an intention-to-treat basis; we attempted to include all participants
randomised in the analyses, and analysed these participants
according to their allocated treatment assignment, regardless of
whether the allocated intervention was received. For each outcome
in every trial, the denominator was the number of randomised
participants minus the participants whose outcomes are missing. In
studies with more than 5% loss to follow-up, we planned to perform
a best-case scenario analysis (losses to follow-up assumed to have a
positive outcome, e.g. primary outcome) and a worst-case scenario
analysis (losses to follow-up assumed to have a negative outcome,
e.g. no primary outcome) - we did not need to perform best case/
worst case analyses because the primary outcome was available for
all women.

Assessment of heterogeneity

In all meta-analyses we assessed statistical heterogeneity using the
Tau2, I2 (Higgins 2003) and Chi2 statistics (Deeks 2011). We regarded
heterogeneity as substantial if Tau2 was greater than zero and either
the I2 statistic was greater than 30%, or there was a P value equal to
or less than 0.10 in the Chi2 test for heterogeneity.

Assessment of reporting biases

None of the meta-analyses in the current review concerned 10 or
more studies. If in future updates, if the meta-analysis includes 10
or more studies, we will explore potential reporting bias (mainly
publication bias) using funnel plots and visually assess them. We
will prepare funnel plots and visually assess them for asymmetry. If
visual assessment leads us to suspect asymmetry, we will conduct
additional analyses to explore these potential biases.

Data synthesis

We carried out statistical analysis using RevMan 5 soUware (RevMan
2014). We used fixed-eIect meta-analysis for combining data
where it was reasonable to assume that studies were estimating
the same underlying treatment eIect: that is, where trials were
examining the same intervention, and the trials’ populations and
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methods were judged suIiciently similar. Where there was clinical
heterogeneity suIicient to expect that the underlying treatment
eIects diIered between trials, or if we detected substantial
statistical heterogeneity, we used random-eIects meta-analysis to
produce an overall summary, if an average treatment eIect across
trials was considered clinically meaningful. We treated the random-
eIects summary as the average of the range of possible treatment
eIects and we discussed the clinical implications of treatment
eIects diIering between trials. If the average treatment eIect was
not clinically meaningful, we did not combine trials.

Where we used random-eIects analyses, we presented the results
as the average treatment eIect with 95% confidence intervals, and
the estimates of Tau2 and I2 statistic.

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity

For the comparison 'heparin with or without aspirin versus aspirin
alone', we did subgroup analysis per type of heparin, as follows:

1. UFH plus aspirin versus aspirin alone

2. LMWH plus aspirin versus aspirin alone

Over the last two decades or so, clinical practice with regard to
heparin treatment has changed from using UFH subcutaneously to
the current standard of care of LMWH. For this reason, we consider
reporting the subgroup results for both UFH and LMWH to be a more
detailed description of the evidence and highly relevant for current
clinical practice.

Where we identified substantial heterogeneity, we planned to
investigate it using subgroup analyses and sensitivity analyses. We
planned to consider whether an overall summary was meaningful,
and if it was, used random-eIects analysis to produce it.

The risk of (recurrent) pregnancy complications may diIer
between diIerent subgroups of women, such as previous placenta-
mediated complications, number of pregnancy losses, high- or low-
titre antibodies and positive or negative lupus anticoagulant (LAC)
antibodies. For this reason, the following subgroup analyses were
pre-specified.

1. Previous placenta-mediated complication (pre-eclampsia;
intrauterine growth restriction or placental abruption, or both)
versus no previous placenta-mediated complication

2. Two versus three or more pregnancy losses (which do not have
to be consecutive)

3. High-titre antibodies versus low-titre antibodies

4. Positive lupus anticoagulant (LAC) antibodies versus negative
LAC antibodies

We planned to use the primary outcome (live birth) in subgroup
analyses.

We planned to assess subgroup diIerences by interaction tests
available within RevMan 5 (RevMan 2014). We planned to report the
results of subgroup analyses quoting the Chi2 statistic and P value,
and the interaction test I2 statistic value.

Sensitivity analysis

Where possible, we carried out sensitivity analyses to explore the
eIect of use of the full Sapporo criteria for APS, with studies not
using the full criteria excluded from the analyses; and trial quality

(including quasi-randomised trials), assessed by random sequence
generation and concealment of allocation, with studies assessed
as high risk of bias on these domains being excluded from the
analyses. Sensitivity analyses were limited to the primary outcome.

In future updates, where cluster-randomised trials are included,
we plan to carry out sensitivity analyses to explore the eIects of
variation in intra-cluster correlation coeIicient (ICC) values and in
the randomisation unit (i.e. individual versus cluster trials).

Summary of findings and assessment of the certainty of the
evidence

The certainty of evidence was assessed using the GRADE approach
as outlined in the GRADE handbook in order to assess the certainty
of the body of evidence relating to the following outcomes for the
two main comparisons.

1. Aspirin versus placebo

2. Heparin plus aspirin versus aspirin alone

Primary outcomes

1. Live birth

Secondary outcomes

For the mother

1. Pre-eclampsia (definition according to original study)

2. Adverse events in the mother (definitions according to original
study: (A) bleeding, (B) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, (C)
allergic reactions)

3. Venous thromboembolism

4. Arterial thromboembolism

5. Pregnancy loss

For the child

1. Preterm delivery of a live infant (before 37 weeks, 24 to 28 weeks,
28 to 32 weeks and 32 to 37 weeks)

2. Intrauterine growth restriction (definition according to original
study)

3. Adverse events in the child (definitions according to original
study: (A) congenital malformations, (B) neonatal bleeding)

We used the GRADEpro Guideline Development Tool to import
data from RevMan 5 (RevMan 2014) in order to create 'Summary
of findings' tables for comparison 1 (aspirin versus placebo)
and comparison 2 (heparin plus aspirin versus aspirin alone). A
summary of the intervention eIect and a measure of certainty
for each of the above outcomes in these comparisons was
produced using the GRADE approach. The GRADE approach
uses five considerations (study limitations, consistency of eIect,
imprecision, indirectness and publication bias) to assess the
certainty of the body of evidence for each outcome. The
evidence can be downgraded from 'high certainty' by one
level for serious (or by two levels for very serious) limitations,
depending on assessments for risk of bias, indirectness of evidence,
serious inconsistency, imprecision of eIect estimates or potential
publication bias.
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See: Characteristics of included studies; Characteristics of excluded
studies.

Results of the search

See: Figure 1
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Figure 1.   Study flow diagram.

 
As of June 2019, the search strategy identified 127 records through
database screening. The title and abstract screening identified

91 potentially eligible citations. The full-text screening of these
91 citations identified 11 eligible randomised controlled trials
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published as full reports (Alalaf 2012; Bao 2017; Farquharson 2002;
Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Laskin
2009; Pattison 2000; Rai 1997; Stephenson 2004. We identified two
registered, but unpublished trials (Abdelhafez 2014; Rodger 2017).
We did not identify any cluster-randomised trials that met our
inclusion criteria. None of the studies only published as abstracts
were included, as insuIicient data were available to determine
eligibility.

Included studies

A total of 1672 women were enrolled in the 11 included trials; nine
were randomised controlled trials and two were quasi-randomised
controlled trials (Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b). The study designs,
inclusion and exclusion criteria and interventions are shown in
the Characteristics of included studies tables. The studies were
conducted in the USA, Canada, the UK, China, New Zealand,
Iraq and Egypt. One included trial involved 1015 women (Bao
2017), all other included trials had considerably lower numbers of
participants (i.e. 141 women or fewer).

One study compared aspirin with placebo (n = 40) (Pattison
2000). No study compared heparin alone with placebo and we
did not identify trials with a no treatment comparator arm during
pregnancy. Five studies explored the eIicacy of heparin plus
aspirin with aspirin alone; two studies evaluated the combination
of unfractionated heparin (UFH) plus aspirin in comparison with
aspirin alone (n = 140) (Kutteh 1996a; Rai 1997), three studies used
low-molecular weight heparin (LWMH) plus aspirin and compared
this to aspirin alone (n = 1155) (Bao 2017; Farquharson 2002; Laskin
2009). One trial compared LMWH with aspirin (n = 141) (Alalaf 2012).
Two trials compared LMWH with UFH, both combined with aspirin
(n = 86) (Fouda 2011; Stephenson 2004). Two studies investigated
the combination of diIerent doses of heparin plus aspirin; one
compared high-dose UFH with low-dose UFH, both combined with
aspirin (n = 50) (Kutteh 1996b), whereas the other study compared
high-dose LMWH with low-dose LWMH, both combined with aspirin
(n = 60) (Fouda 2010).

Characteristics of participants

The characteristics of the trial participants are summarised in Table
1, though these were not completely reported in all studies. One
trial also included participants who did not have antiphospholipid
antibodies (aPL) (Laskin 2009) and we included only data from the
subgroup of participants with aPL from this study (n = 42/88) (Laskin
2009); we contacted the authors to provide data on the secondary
outcomes for the subgroup of aPL-positive participants, but we did
not receive a reply.

Prior pregnancy losses

The mean number of previous pregnancy losses in the studies
ranged from 3 to 4.3 (Alalaf 2012; Farquharson 2002; Fouda
2010;Fouda 2011; Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Rai 1997;
Stephenson 2004). In eight trials, participants met the clinical
criteria for antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) with three or more
early miscarriages. Three trials included women with two or more
consecutive pregnancy losses (Alalaf 2012; Bao 2017; Laskin 2009).
Previous pregnancy losses concerned mostly early pregnancy
losses, but less than half of the included studies specified this
(Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Laskin 2009; Pattison 2000; Rai 1997).
Full details on pregnancy losses are provided in the characteristics
of included studies (Included studies).

Presence of antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL)

All trials included participants with persistent presence of aPL, but
the time-frame between tests diIered per study. Two trials included
patients with aPL tested at least six weeks apart (Farquharson
2002; Stephenson 2004); three trials with tests at least eight weeks
apart (Alalaf 2012; Laskin 2009; Rai 1997); three trials with tests
at least 12 weeks apart (Bao 2017; Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011); and
three trials did not mention the time-frame (Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh
1996b; Pattison 2000). None of the included trials reported women
with aβ2-GPI antibodies. Table 1 lists the aPL-profiles for trial

participants.

Dose and type of aspirin and heparin

Low-dose aspirin was used in all trials. In six trials a dose of aspirin
of 75 mg/day was used (Bao 2017; Farquharson 2002; Fouda 2010;
Fouda 2011; Pattison 2000; Rai 1997), in four trials the dose was
81 mg/day (Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Laskin 2009; Stephenson
2004), and in one trial the dose used was 100 mg/day (Alalaf 2012).
The types of LMWH included bemiparin in a dose of 2500 IU/day
(Alalaf 2012), enoxaparin in a dose of 20 mg or 40 mg per day (Fouda
2010, Fouda 2011), dalteparin in a dose of 5000 IU/day (Laskin
2009) or 2500 IU/day (Stephenson 2004), nadroparin in a dose of
4100 IU/day (Bao 2017), and in one trial the type of LMWH was not
mentioned, but administered in a dose of 5000 IU/day (Farquharson
2002). The dose of UFH was 5000 IU twice daily in both the trial
of Kutteh 1996a and the trial of Stephenson 2004, with the latter
with increasing the dose of administered heparin (LMWH or UFH)
during the trial. One trial compared a lower and a higher dose
of UFH (Kutteh 1996b); in the high-dose UFH group, the doses of
heparin were adjusted to maintain 1.2 to 1.5 times the baseline
partial thromboplastin time (PTT) and were increased by 1000 U/
dose weekly until the desired range was achieved, whereas in the
low-dose UFH group the dose of heparin was adjusted to maintain
the PTT at the upper limits of the normal range in the reference
laboratory.

Initiation and duration of treatment

There was a wide variation in treatment initiation and duration
between trials. One trial randomised women to aspirin, which
was started preconceptionally and continued upon pregnancy
confirmation or to LMWH commencing at the confirmation of
pregnancy, continuing either treatment until 36 weeks of gestation
(Alalaf 2012). In one trial, participants were randomised before 12
weeks of gestation, with a mean gestation age of 6.7 weeks at
randomisation, and received treatment until delivery (Farquharson
2002). In two trials, aspirin was started preconceptionally up to 36
gestational weeks, with a heparin (LMWH or UFH) started when
the serum pregnancy test became positive until delivery, when it
was switched to twice-daily UFH (Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011). Two
trials initiated aspirin preconceptionally in all participants and at
the first confirmed pregnancy test, patients were instructed to
continue aspirin alone or to add subcutaneous injections of heparin
twice-daily (Kutteh 1996a), or all participants were started on
heparin injections (Kutteh 1996b) until full term. Four trials initiated
treatment at the first confirmation of pregnancy and treatment
was continued until 34 weeks of gestation (Rai 1997), 35 weeks of
gestation (Bao 2017; Laskin 2009) or study duration (Pattison 2000).
One trial started aspirin before conception, with heparin (LMWH
or UFH) started in the luteal phase for a maximum of three cycles
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until delivery and continued postpartum in a prophylactic dose
(Stephenson 2004).

Placebo

One trial randomised between aspirin and placebo (Pattison 2000).
No studies were identified that compared heparin with placebo or
aspirin and/or heparin with no treatment.

Outcomes reported

The reported outcomes per included trial are summarised in Table
2. Our primary outcome live birth was reported in all studies, in
contrast to the secondary outcomes that were only reported in a
subset of included trials. All included trials contributed data to at
least one comparison in the meta-analysis.

1. Live birth rate: all 11 included trials reported our primary
outcome live birth.

2. Pre-eclampsia: eight trials reported on pre-eclampsia (Alalaf
2012; Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b;
Pattison 2000; Rai 1997; Stephenson 2004).

3. Maternal bleeding: eight trials mentioned maternal bleeding
rates; three trials reported on postpartum haemorrhage or
vaginal bleeding during pregnancy (Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011;
Stephenson 2004), two trials reported on both major and
minor maternal bleeding (Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b), one trial
reported any maternal bleeding without specification (Pattison
2000) and two trials reported bruising at injection site in case of
heparin use (Alalaf 2012, Fouda 2010).

4. Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT): 10 of 11 trials had
heparin as an intervention arm and five trials reported on
thrombocytopenia (Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Kutteh 1996a;
Kutteh 1996b; Rai 1997).

5. Allergic reactions: one trial reported allergic reactions to study
medication (Fouda 2011).

6. Venous thromboembolism (VTE): six trials reported on
thromboembolic events, without discerning arterial or venous
origin (Alalaf 2012; Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Kutteh 1996a;
Laskin 2009; Rai 1997).

7. Arterial thromboembolism (ATE): six trials reported on
thromboembolic events, without discerning arterial or venous
origin (Alalaf 2012; Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Kutteh 1996a;
Laskin 2009; Rai 1997).

8. Preterm delivery of a live infant: eight of 11 trials reported on
preterm delivery of a live infant, defined as delivery between 32
to 37 weeks of gestation (Alalaf 2012), between 30 to 36 weeks
or before 30 weeks (Farquharson 2002), between 24 to 37 weeks
(Pattison 2000) or preterm was not specifically defined (Fouda
2010; Fouda 2011; Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Rai 1997).

9. Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR): IUGR was reported in six
of 11 studies (Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh
1996b; Pattison 2000; Rai 1997).

10.Congenital malformations: four trials reported on congenital
malformations (Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Pattison 2000; Rai
1997).

11.Neonatal bleeding: two trials reported on neonatal bleeding
(Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011).

Trial registries and dates

Only two of 11 trials had registered their study in a clinical trials
registry (Laskin 2009; Fouda 2011), as at the time of publication
for most of the other studies clinical trials registries were not
operational. Three relatively more recent trials were published,
but had not registered their study in a trials registry (Alalaf 2012;
Bao 2017; Fouda 2010). More than half of the included studies
were published before 2005. Three studies did not report on the
recruitment period (Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Rai 1997), with
one study only mentioning the overall recruitment time being 39
months (Pattison 2000).

Funding sources

Two trials were funded by governmental and non-governmental
research grants from the UK (Farquharson 2002; Rai 1997), and
two by governmental and non-governmental grants from Canada
(Laskin 2009; Stephenson 2004). One study reported supply
of study medication and sponsorship from a pharmaceutical
company (Laskin 2009). One trial reported financial support by
governmental research grants from China (Bao 2017). One study
specifically thanked a pharmaceutical company for donation of
study medication, but did not clarify the relationship (Stephenson
2004). Four trials did not mention any support (Fouda 2010; Kutteh
1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Pattison 2000).

Declarations of Interest

Five trials explicitly declared no conflict of interest (Alalaf 2012;
Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Rai 1997; Stephenson 2004) and the
other six trials did not state if any interests existed (Bao 2017;
Farquharson 2002; Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Pattison 2000;
Laskin 2009).

Excluded studies

Reasons for exclusion are stated in the Characteristics of excluded
studies table. Eight studies were excluded based on abstract
only, as full text could not be retrieved and information in the
abstract was insuIicient to critically evaluate if inclusion criteria
were met (Bu 2009; Dendrinos 2007; Guo 2013; Malathi 2011;
Malinowski 2003; Mankuta 1999; Quenby 1992; Zhou 2012). On
obtaining the full papers, three trials were found to be non-
randomised (Mohamed 2014; Noble 2005; Shefras 1995) and three
trials had a diIerent study design (Gibbins 2018; De Veciana
2001; Kahwa 2006). Eighteen trials considered a diIerent study
population, such as women without recurrent miscarriage or
no persistent presence of aPL (Agarwal 2018; Cowchock 1997;
De Vries 2012; Goel 2006; Golding 1998; Gris 1995; Ismail 2016;
Kaaja 1993; Kaandorp 2010; Kahwa 2006; Mahmoud 2004; Radin
2017; Saad 2014; Tulppala 1997; Schisterman 2014; Vahid 1999;
van Hoorn 2016; Visser 2011). Sixteen trials evaluated a diIerent
intervention or aspirin and/or heparin in combination with for
instance intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) or prednisone (Branch
2000; Carta 2005; Christiansen 1995; Cowchock 1992; Dendrinos
2009; Eid 2019; Fu 2004; Geva 1998; Laskin 1997; Rai 2005; Shu 2002;
Silver 1993; Tang 2012; Triolo 2003; Vaquero 2001; Xiao 2013). Two
studies investigated a diIerent outcome; thrombotic sequelae aUer
20 years (Clark 2009) and drug exposure throughout pregnancy
(Ensom 2004), respectively.
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Risk of bias in included studies

See Figure 2; Figure 3 for a summary of risk of bias in the included
trials.
 

Figure 2.   'Risk of bias' graph: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item presented as percentages
across all included studies.
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Figure 3.   'Risk of bias' summary: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item for each included study.
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Alalaf 2012 - - + + - ? +
Bao 2017 + + + + - ? +

Farquharson 2002 + + + + + ? +
Fouda 2010 + + + + + ? +
Fouda 2011 + + + + + + +

Kutteh 1996a - - + + ? ? +
Kutteh 1996b - - + + ? ? +
Laskin 2009 + + + + + + +

Pattison 2000 + + + + - ? +
Rai 1997 + + + + + ? +

Stephenson 2004 + + + + + ? +

 
Allocation

Eight of 11 included trials, had low risk of bias for random sequence
generation; seven trials used a computer-generated list of study
numbers or other adequate methods of randomisation (Bao 2017;
Farquharson 2002; Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Laskin 2009; Pattison
2000; Rai 1997) and one trial used a random numbers table with
block of 12 (Stephenson 2004). One trial used some form of
alternation, but the method of randomisation, or what treatment
allocation was based on (e.g. date of birth or medical record
number) was not described and therefore risk of bias is regarded
as high (Alalaf 2012). Two quasi-randomised controlled trials used
non-random alternative assignment to treatment groups (Kutteh
1996a) or a sequential block of 25 allocated to one treatment
group and a second sequential block of 25 allocated to the other

treatment group (Kutteh 1996b) - both trials were assessed as high
risk of bias.

Allocation concealment was considered adequate and thus at low
risk of bias in eight of 11 studies (Bao 2017; Farquharson 2002;
Fouda 2010; Fouda 2011; Laskin 2009; Pattison 2000; Rai 1997;
Stephenson 2004) that used central or telephone randomisation or
sealed, opaque envelopes. Three trials were assessed as high risk
of bias - two quasi-randomised controlled trials did not conceal
allocation of treatment (Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b), and one trial
did not report methods to conceal allocation (Alalaf 2012).
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Blinding

In only one trial both participant and treating physician were
unaware of the treatment allocation (Pattison 2000). All other
trials did not blind or did not report on blinding participants and
treatment providers. Few trials stated explicitly who performed
the outcome assessment and whether outcome assessors were
blinded to treatment allocation. However, the primary outcome live
birth was considered unlikely to be influenced by knowledge of
treatment allocation, therefore these trials were assessed as low
risk of bias, as suggested in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews for Interventions (Higgins 2017).

Incomplete outcome data

The majority of trials had low rates of attrition and reasons
for exclusion or the numbers of participants included in each
stage of the analysis were clearly reported. Three trials were
considered to be at high risk of attrition bias (Alalaf 2012; Bao 2017;
Pattison 2000). Alalaf 2012 did not report on exclusions, reasons
for exclusions, numbers included in the analysis at each stage or
loss to-follow-up. Bao 2017, did a per-protocol analysis; 37 of the
1052 women receiving treatment failed to follow up or could not
continue the trial due to change of intervention or specific allergies
and outcomes of these censored participants were not reported;
we assessed this trial as high risk of bias. In the trial by Pattison
2000, in each arm 5/25 (20%) of participants were excluded because
of inappropriate inclusion. Analyses were performed with and
without these participants but results from included participants
only were published, not an analysis by intent-to-treat.

We assessed Kutteh 1996a and Kutteh 1996b as having an unclear
risk of attrition bias; in those trials, exclusions, reasons for exclusion
and numbers included in the analysis at each stage were not
reported and it was unclear whether all evaluated participants
started low-dose aspirin before conception, prior to randomisation.
Also, analysis by intent-to-treat and losses to follow-up were
unclear.

Selective reporting

Only a minority of trials were registered in a clinical trials registry
and had a published study protocol (Fouda 2011; Laskin 2009),
and we judged these trials to have a low risk of selective
reporting. A clinical trial registry did not exist at the time of
publication of some of the included studies (and for those more
recently published studies, trial protocols were not available),
and we therefore assessed reporting bias as unclear in eight
unregistered studies, (Alalaf 2012; Bao 2017; Farquharson 2002;
Fouda 2010; Kutteh 1996a; Kutteh 1996b; Rai 1997;Stephenson
2004). One trial excluded 20% of included participants due
to inappropriate inclusion and performed analyses with and
without these participants, but only provided results from included
participants; we did not have suIicient information to assess
whether all outcomes were reported and thus judged this trial to be
at an unclear risk of reporting bias (Pattison 2000).

Other potential sources of bias

All of the included trials were assessed as low risk of other potential
sources of bias.

E:ects of interventions

See: Summary of findings 1 Aspirin compared to placebo
for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent
antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent pregnancy loss;
Summary of findings 2 Heparin plus aspirin compared to aspirin
for improving pregnancy outcomes in women with persistent
antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent pregnancy loss

See: Summary of findings 1; Summary of findings 2

Eleven trials (1672 women) met the inclusion criteria and all
trials contributed data to our analyses. We present five diIerent
comparisons, with meta-analysis only possible in three of our
comparisons; comparison 2 (heparin [UFH or LMWH] plus aspirin
versus aspirin alone), comparison 4 (LMWH plus aspirin versus UFH
plus aspirin) and comparison 5 (higher dose heparin [LMWH or UFH]
plus aspirin versus lower dose heparin [LMWH or UFH] plus aspirin).

Comparison 1: Aspirin versus placebo

Primary outcome - Live birth

We are uncertain if there is any diIerence in live birth rates
when comparing aspirin with placebo (risk ratio (RR) of 0.94, 95%
confidence interval (CI) 0.71 to 1.25, 1 trial, 40 women; very low-
certainty evidence; Analysis 1.1; Summary of findings 1). In one
small trial (Pattison 2000) there were similar numbers of live births
in the aspirin group (16/20) and the placebo group (17/20).

Secondary outcomes (maternal)

Pre-eclampsia

We are uncertain if there is any diIerence in the risk of pre-
eclampsia between aspirin and placebo (Pattison 2000; RR 1.06,
95% CI 0.25 to 4.52; 1 trial, 33 women; very low-certainty evidence;
Analysis 1.2; Summary of findings 1).

Adverse events in the mother (definitions according to original study:
(A) bleeding, (B) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, (C) allergic
reactions)

It is uncertain if there is any diIerence in the risk of bleeding
events during pregnancy when aspirin was compared with placebo
(Pattison 2000; RR 1.29, 95% CI 0.60 to 2.77; 1 trial, 40 women;
very low-certainty evidence; Analysis 1.3; Summary of findings 1).
Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia was not reported, as heparin
was not evaluated in this trial; allergic reactions to aspirin or
placebo were not reported either.

Venous thromboembolism

Not reported.

Arterial thromboembolism

Not reported

Pregnancy loss

We are very uncertain if there is any diIerence in the risk of
pregnancy loss when comparing aspirin with placebo (RR 1.33, 95%
CI 0.34 to 5.21; 40 women; 1 study; very low-certainty evidence;
Summary of findings 1; Analysis 1.7).
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Secondary outcomes (for the child)

Preterm delivery of a live infant

It is uncertain if there is any diIerence between aspirin and placebo
in the risk of preterm delivery did not occur in the 17 placebo-
treated women and in two of 16 women receiving aspirin (Pattison
2000; RR 5.29, 95% CI 0.27 to 102.49; 1 trial, 33 children; very low-
certainty evidence; Analysis 1.4; Summary of findings 1).

Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR)

It is uncertain if there is any diIerence in the risk of IUGR between
women receiving placebo or aspirin during pregnancy, the RR for
IUGR was 0.27 (95% CI 0.03 to 2.13; 1 trial, 33 children; very low-
certainty evidence; Analysis 1.5; Summary of findings 1),

Adverse events in the child (definitions according to original study: (A)
congenital malformations, (B) neonatal bleeding)

It is uncertain if there is any diIerence between aspirin and placebo
in the risk of adverse events. One child in both treatment groups
was diagnosed with a congenital malformation in the trial of
Pattison 2000, but malformations were not specified (RR 1.06; 95%
CI 0.07 to 15.60; 1 trial, 33 children; very low-certainty evidence;
Analysis 1.6; Summary of findings 1). Neonatal bleeding was not
reported.

Comparison 2: Heparin plus aspirin versus aspirin alone

Primary outcome - Live birth

Five studies (1295 women) which compared heparin (either UFH
or LMWH) combined with aspirin to aspirin alone, were included
in a random-eIects meta-analysis for the primary outcome live
birth. Heparin plus aspirin may increase the number of live births
compared with aspirin alone (RR 1.27; 95% CI 1.09 to 1.49; Tau2 =
0.01; Chi2 = 7.71, df = 4 (P = 0.10); I2 = 48%; low-certainty evidence;
Analysis 2.1; Summary of findings 2).

Subgroup analysis

We carried out a non-pre-specified subgroup analysis comparing
trials that used LMWH and those that used UFH. There was
evidence of a subgroup diIerence, as indicated by the subgroup
interaction test (test for subgroup diIerences: Chi2 = 4.74, df =
1 (P = 0.03), I2 = 78.9%), possibly suggesting a larger treatment
eIect (benefit) with the use of UFH compared with LMWH. Both
subgroups demonstrated higher rates of live birth when heparin
was combined with aspirin as compared to aspirin alone (trials with
LMWH: RR 1.20, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.38, 3 trials, 1155 women; trials with
UFH: RR 1.74, 95% CI 1.28 to 2.35, 2 trials, 140 women; Analysis 2.1).

Farquharson 2002 reported 92.3% (12/13) pregnancy losses < 24
weeks of gestation and 7.7% (1/13) ≥ 24 weeks of gestation in the
aspirin group, compared with all pregnancy losses in the LMWH
plus aspirin group occurring before 24 weeks of gestation. All other
included trials only reported total numbers of live birth.

We were not able to perform a subgroup analysis based on history
of previous miscarriages, as three trials only included women
with three or more recurrent pregnancy losses (Farquharson
2002; Kutteh 1996a; Rai 1997) and one trial explicitly stated
that live birth did not diIer between those with a history of
two versus three pregnancy losses, without reporting numbers
of participants (Laskin 2009). The largest trial did not report
the numbers of previous miscarriages for participants in either

group, but described that this number (two versus three versus
more than four) had no significant association with live birth
(Bao 2017). Subgroup analyses based on previous placenta-
mediated complications and positivity of lupus anticoagulant (LAC)
antibodies were also not possible, since these were not specified for
the primary outcome live birth, if reported at all. This also applied to
a subgroup analysis based on aPL titers, with only one trial (Kutteh
1996a) reporting and no specification for live birth.

Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis excluding one quasi-randomised trial with a
higher risk of bias (Kutteh 1996a) did not materially change the
treatment eIect. We did not carry out a sensitivity analysis to
explore the eIect of the full Sydney criteria for antiphospholipid
syndrome (APS). Technically none of the participants in four
trials met the current laboratory criteria for APS (positivity on
two separate occasions, tested at least 12 weeks apart; Miyakis
2006), as the time between testing varied between six weeks
(Farquharson 2002) and eight weeks (Laskin 2009; Rai 1997), or was
undefined (Kutteh 1996a). The participants in the largest trial met
the laboratory criteria, but it was unclear if the clinical criteria were
met, as the trial did not diIerentiate between previous early and
late pregnancy loss (Bao 2017).

Secondary outcomes (maternal)

Pre-eclampsia

It is uncertain if there is any diIerence in the risk of pre-eclampsia
comparing UFH plus aspirin with aspirin alone (RR 0.57 95% CI 0.10
to 3.14; 2 trials, 82 women; low-certainty evidence; Analysis 2.2;
Summary of findings 2).

Adverse events in the mother (definitions according to original study:
(A) bleeding, (B) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, (C) allergic
reactions)

Major maternal bleeding was reported in one quasi-randomised
controlled trial, but did not occur in any participant (Kutteh 1996a).
It is uncertain if there is any diIerence in the risk of minor bleeding
in the mother (RR 1.65; 95% CI, 0.19 to 14.03; 1 trial, 31 women;
low-certainty evidence; Analysis 2.3), but this point estimate may
not be reproduced in a larger sample size as implied by the wide
confidence interval. Minor bleeding events, not further specified,
did occur in 3/20 in the UFH and aspirin treated group, versus 1/11 in
the aspirin only group. Data on heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
and allergic reactions were collected, but none of the participating
women reported either.

Venous thromboembolism

Three trials reported venous thromboembolism but none of the
study participants was diagnosed with a new event during study
participation (Kutteh 1996a; Rai 1997; Laskin 2009) (Analysis 2.4)..

Arterial thromboembolism

Three trials reported venous thromboembolism but none of the
study participants was diagnosed with a new event during study
participation (Kutteh 1996a; Rai 1997; Laskin 2009) (Analysis 2.5)

Pregnancy loss

Heparin plus aspirin may reduce the risk of pregnancy loss
compared with aspirin alone (RR 0.48, 95% CI 0.32, 0.71; 1295
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women; 5 studies; low-certainty evidence; Summary of findings 2)
(Analysis 2.9).

Secondary outcomes (for the child)

Preterm delivery of a live infant

It is uncertain if there is any diIerence in the risk of preterm delivery
comparing heparin plus aspirin to aspirin alone (RR 0.93, 95% CI
0.42 to 2.07; 3 trials, 156 women; very low-certainty of evidence;
Summary of findings 2; Farquharson 2002; Kutteh 1996a, Rai
1997; Analysis 2.6). Farquharson 2002 specified preterm delivery
at gestational age between 30 to 36 weeks (1/40 and 3/34 in the
heparin plus aspirin and aspirin alone groups, respectively) and
delivery before 30 weeks (1/40 and 1/34 in the heparin plus aspirin
and aspirin alone groups respectively).

Intrauterine growth restriction

It is uncertain if there is any diIerence in the risk comparing heparin
plus aspirin to aspirin alone (RR 0.85; 95% CI 0.33 to 2.19; 3 trials,
151 women; very low-certainty of evidence; Summary of findings 2;
Analysis 2.7).

Adverse events in the child (definitions according to original study: (A)
congenital malformations, (B) neonatal bleeding)

The study of Rai 1997 comparing UFH plus aspirin with aspirin
alone found no congenital malformations in either treatment group
(Analysis 2.8). Neonatal bleeding was not reported in any of the
trials comparing a combination of heparin and aspirin with aspirin
treatment alone.

Comparison 3: LMWH versus aspirin

Primary outcome - Live birth

We identified one study in which LMWH was compared with aspirin
(Alalaf 2012). Women in the group treated with LMWH had a higher
live birth rate of 86.3%, compared with a 72.1% live birth rate in the
women treated with aspirin (RR 1.20, 95% CI 1.00 to 1.43, 1 trial, 141
women; Analysis 3.1).

Secondary outcomes (maternal)

Pre-eclampsia

One case of pre-eclampsia occurred in the LMWH-treated group,
compared with none in the aspirin group (RR 1.93, 95% CI 0.08 to
46.31; Analysis 3.2).

Adverse events in the mother (definitions according to original study:
(A) bleeding, (B) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, (C) allergic
reactions)

Alalaf 2012 reported ecchymosis at injection site in 5 of 80
participants in the LMWH-treated group (RR 8.42, 95% CI 0.47
to 149.41; Analysis 3.3, 1 trial, 141 women). Heparin-induced
thrombocytopenia and allergic reactions to either LMWH or aspirin
were not reported.

Venous thromboembolism

One trial reported zero events in both arms (Alalaf 2012) (Analysis
3.4).

Arterial thromboembolism

One trial reported zero events in both arms (Alalaf 2012) (Analysis
3.5).

Pregnancy loss

In one trial there were 11/80 pregnancy losses in the LMHW arm
compared to 17/61 in the aspirin arm (RR 0.49, 95% CI 0.25, 0.98;
Analysis 3.7).

Secondary outcomes (for the child)

Preterm delivery of a live infant

The rate of preterm delivery was low and no clear diIerence was
observed between treatment groups in the trial that compared
heparin alone to aspirin alone (Alalaf 2012; RR 0.96, 95% CI 0.17 to
5.50, 1 trial, 113 women; Analysis 3.6).

Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR)

IUGR was not reported as an outcome in the trial that compared
heparin alone to aspirin alone (Alalaf 2012).

Adverse events in the child (definitions according to original study: (A)
congenital malformations, (B) neonatal bleeding)

Neither congenital malformations nor neonatal bleeding were
assessed in the trial by Alalaf 2012.

Comparison 4: LMWH plus aspirin versus UFH plus aspirin

Primary outcome - Live birth

There was no clear diIerence between LMWH and aspirin versus
UFH and aspirin for the outcome live birth (RR 1.44, 95% CI 0.80 to
2.62, 2 trials, 86 women; Tau2 = 0.11; Chi2 = 1.91, df = 1 (P = 0.17); I2
= 48%; Analysis 4.1) (Fouda 2011; Stephenson 2004).

Secondary outcomes (maternal)

Pre-eclampsia

Pre-eclampsia occurred in three of 37 women in the LMWH plus
aspirin treated group versus one woman of 33 in the UFH plus
aspirin treated group (RR 2.09, 95% CI 0.33 to 13.22; Analysis 4.2;
Fouda 2011; Stephenson 2004).

Adverse events in the mother (definitions according to original study:
(A) bleeding, (B) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, (C) allergic
reactions)

Both the trials by Fouda 2011 and Stephenson 2004 did not
establish any major bleeding events in either treatment group, but
three of 30 women in each treatment arm in the trial by Fouda
2011 reported subcutaneous bruises (RR 1.00, 95% CI 0.22 to 4.56,
2 trials, 206 women; Analysis 4.3; Fouda 2011; Stephenson 2004).
Data on heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and allergic reactions
were collected, but none of the participating women reported in the
studies by Fouda 2010;Fouda 2011 reported either.

Venous thromboembolism

One trial reported zero venous thromboembolism events in both
arms (Fouda 2011), whereas the trial by Stephenson 2004 did not
assess these (Analysis 4.4).

Arterial thromboembolism

One trial reported zero arterial thromboembolism events in both
arms (Fouda 2011), whereas the trial by Stephenson 2004 did not
assess these (Analysis 4.5).
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Pregnancy loss

Based on two studies, there may be a lower risk of pregnancy loss
with LMWH plus aspirin compared to UFH plus aspirin (RR 0.53, 95%
CI 0.28, 0.99; 83 women; Analysis 4.9).

Secondary outcomes (for the child)

Preterm delivery of a live infant

No clear diIerence in the risk of preterm delivery was observed with
a higher compared with a lower dose of LMWH (Analysis 4.6; Fouda
2011). This outcome could not be evaluated for diIerent doses of
UFH, as data were lacking.

Intrauterine growth restriction

The rates of IUGR in the trial by Fouda and colleagues were low, 1
of 24 in the higher dose of LMWH treatment arm versus 2 of 20 in
the lower dose of LMWH treated group respectively (RR 0.42, 95%
CI 0.04 to 4.27; Analysis 4.7; Fouda 2011).

Adverse events in the child (definitions according to original study: (A)
congenital malformations, (B) neonatal bleeding)

Both congenital malformations and neonatal bleeding were
reported as an outcome, but the trial by Fouda 2011 had no cases
in either treatment arm (Analysis 4.8).

Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin plus aspirin versus lower
dose heparin plus aspirin

Primary outcome - Live birth

A higher dose of LMWH did not improve the live birth rate (RR 1.10,
95% CI 0.81 to 1.49, 1 trial, 60 women; Analysis 5.1), similar to the
eIects of a higher dose of UFH (RR 1.05, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.41, 1 trial,
50 women; Analysis 5.1).

Secondary outcomes (maternal)

Pre-eclampsia

The incidence of pre-eclampsia did not clearly diIer in the groups
treated with a higher or a lower dose of either heparin (RR 1.64, 95%
CI 0.41 to 6.48; Analysis 5.2. 2 trials, 90 women; Fouda 2010; Kutteh
1996b).

Adverse events in the mother (definitions according to original study:
(A) bleeding, (B) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, (C) allergic
reactions)

Major maternal bleeding events did not occur in any participant,
whereas the rate of minor bleeding events was similar in the high-
dose UFH group (3/20) compared with the low-dose UFH group
(4/19) (RR 0.71, 95% CI 0.18 to 2.77. 2 trials, 99 women; Analysis
5.3; Kutteh 1996b). The incidence of postpartum haemorrhage
was evaluated in one trial, but was not diagnosed (Fouda 2010).
Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia was not reported in either
trial, while allergic reactions were not assessed (Fouda 2010; Kutteh
1996b).

Venous thromboembolism

Fouda 2010 reported no events in any of the participants during
study participation (Fouda 2010; Analysis 5.4).

Arterial thromboembolism

Fouda 2010 reported no events in any of the participants during
study participation (Fouda 2010; Analysis 5.5).

Pregnancy loss

Based on two studies, there may be a lower risk of pregnancy loss
with LMWH plus aspirin compared to UFH plus aspirin (RR 0.80, 95%
CI 0.41, 1.55; 110 women; Analysis 5.9).

Secondary outcomes (for the child)

Preterm delivery of a live infant

The rate of preterm delivery was low and the diIerence between
treatment groups was not clear in the trials that compared a
higher-dose heparin (LMWH or UFH) plus aspirin versus lower-dose
heparin (LMWH or UFH) plus aspirin (RR 1.96, 95% CI 0.52 to 7.32;
Analysis 5.6; Fouda 2010; Kutteh 1996b).

Intrauterine growth restriction

IUGR was reported in a small minority of cases and rates with
no clear diIerence between interventions; 2/30 and 3/20 in the
respective groups treated with a higher dose heparin (LMWH or
UFH) versus 1/30 and 0/19 in the groups treated with a lower dose
of heparin (Fouda 2010; Kutteh 1996b; Analysis 5.7).

Adverse events in the child (definitions according to original study: (A)
congenital malformations, (B) neonatal bleeding)

Congenital malformations and neonatal bleeding were assessed in
the trial by Fouda 2010, but there were no cases in either treatment
arm (Fouda 2010; Analysis 5.8).

D I S C U S S I O N

Summary of main results

The aim of this review was to assess the eIects of aspirin or heparin
or both for improving pregnancy outcome in women with persistent
antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) and recurrent pregnancy loss.
There were no trials that had a no treatment comparator arm
during pregnancy.

It is uncertain if aspirin alone has any eIect on live birth when
compared to placebo. There were no studies that investigated
heparin alone.

The results of the meta-analyses suggest that the combination of
heparin, started aUer a positive pregnancy test, plus aspirin may
slightly improve live birth rates compared with aspirin alone. This
result was mostly driven by one large single-centre trial (n = 1015)
using low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH), that found a 90.3%
live birth rate in the LMWH plus aspirin group, compared to 70.1%
in the group treated with aspirin alone. Two small trials evaluating
unfractionated heparin (UFH) also demonstrated the combination
of UFH plus aspirin to be superior to aspirin alone.

The pooled risk ratio for live birth in a head-to-head comparison
of LMWH with UFH, both in combination with aspirin, did not
demonstrate a clear benefit of one heparin over the other. Two
small trials compared a higher and a lower dose of heparin (LMWH
or UFH) both combined with aspirin, but there were insuIicient
data for meaningful analyses.
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It is very uncertain if aspirin compared with placebo has any eIect
on the risk of pre-eclampsia, pregnancy loss, preterm delivery of a
live infant, intrauterine growth restriction or adverse events in the
mother or child.

Similarly, it is very uncertain if heparin plus aspirin compared with
aspirin alone has any eIect on the risk of pre-eclampsia, preterm
delivery of a live infant, intrauterine growth restriction or adverse
events in the mother or child.

Overall completeness and applicability of evidence

Eleven trials met our predefined inclusion criteria, with diIerences
in treatment regimens and types of intervention. The substantial
heterogeneity in study populations and numbers of enrolled
participants reflect the clinical heterogeneity of antiphospholipid
syndrome (APS) and at the same time point out the potential
diIiculties that can be encountered in conducting research in this
population. The current review focused on recurrent pregnancy
loss, whereas obstetric APS also has other manifestations. We
strictly adhered to the inclusion criteria to maintain uniformity in
this review and consequently excluded a large number of trials.
Results from these trials may be of equal clinical importance and
should not be neglected because they did not exactly meet the set
criteria for the current review.

The evidence from this review stems from an overall small number
of trials, though largely driven by the results from one trial with
a large number of enrolled participants. The predefined criteria
for inclusion and exclusion were followed consistently, though
we broadened the criteria for persistent antibodies, as only three
trials adhered to the time-frame of at least 12 weeks between
aPL-testing. The heterogeneity in study populations, the variety of
inclusion criteria and the interventions in the included trials form
limitations in this review, but for the main comparisons findings
were consistent.

Currently, suggested and widely employed management
strategies to improve pregnancy outcomes in women with
recurrent pregnancy loss and positive aPL include antepartum
administration of prophylactic- or intermediate-dose UFH or
prophylactic-dosed LMWH combined with aspirin over no
treatment, but a risk and benefit evaluation per patient is advised
(Bates 2012; Skeith 2018). The pharmacokinetic profiles of UFH and
LMWH diIer and perhaps their biological eIects as well. Possible
eIects on complement activation may be of more importance and
it has been hypothesised that the non-anticoagulant eIects of
heparins on inflammatory processes, vascular function or placental
pathology may play a role in prevention of pre-eclampsia, a
disorder highly associated with APS (Wat 2018). In a mouse model
of the APS, the prevention of fetal loss by both LMWH and UFH was
mediated through complement activation inhibition (Girardi 2004).
A prophylactic dose of LMWH was suIicient to reduce classical
complement activity in pregnant women with a history of venous
thromboembolism, but this has not been evaluated for diIerent
dosages of heparin, or in presence of aPL (Oberkersch 2010). The
role of non-thrombotic processes involved in the pathogenesis of
recurrent miscarriage in presence of aPL has become more clear
over the years (Schreiber 2018). As defined in the protocol, we
planned to carry out a subgroup analysis based on a history of
previous placenta-mediated complications, such as pre-eclampsia,
intrauterine growth restriction and/or placental abruption. The
rationale for this was the diIerent pathogenesis of recurrent early

(i.e. first-trimester) miscarriage associated with presence of aPL
from the pathogenesis of aPL-associated late pregnancy morbidity.
A minority of trials reported our predefined secondary outcomes
and a subgroup analysis was not possible for this reason.

Clinical criteria for pregnancy morbidity associated with APS
include ≥ 1 unexplained fetal death aUer ≥ 10 weeks of gestation,
one or more premature delivery < 34 weeks of gestation due to
severe (pre)eclampsia or placental insuIiciency or ≥ 3 unexplained
consecutive miscarriages < 10 weeks of gestation. Though all
participants in the included studies had at least two, and
most at least three pregnancy losses and persistent presence
of aPL, baseline characteristics diIered largely between study
populations. A substantial part of the studied population in the
current review are not considered to be patients with obstetric
APS and it is known that diIerences exist in risk for obstetric
complications in subgroups of patients with APS (Meroni 2012;
Lockshin 2013; Schreiber 2018). Most of our studied population
diIers from women described as being a classic APS case (late
fetal death, lupus anticoagulant, history of thrombosis). In obstetric
APS, presence of lupus anticoagulant has been identified as the
main predictor of adverse pregnancy outcomes and thrombotic
events (Buyon 2015, Lockshin 2012). As demonstrated in Table 1, in
patients whose aPL antibody profiles were reported, the majority
of the studied population was positive for lupus anticoagulant
alone or both lupus anticoagulant and anticardiolipin antibodies.
Bao 2017 reported results on a large number of women with
aPL and recurrent miscarriage, but did not report details on aPL-
profiles in either treatment group; therefore it remains unknown if
clinically relevant subgroup diIerences exist. Attempts to contact
the authors of this trial in order to retrieve additional data relevant
for the current review, were unfruitful. This trial also did not exclude
patients with a previous thrombosis, whereas most other trials
explicitly did. We ourselves did not further define miscarriage, as
both recurrent early or late pregnancy losses could be included
(as long as a history of two miscarriages had been established)
and only a minority of the studies reported additional data on
gestational age at the time of pregnancy loss. Hence, patients with
classic APS may have been included in the studied population. We
cannot state that the risk for obstetric complications or thrombotic
complications for that matter, is much lower in our studied
population, as we simply lack the data to conclude this.

As the main predictor for the next pregnancy outcome is the
number of previous pregnancy losses (Carp 2007), possibly the trial
by Laskin and colleagues (Laskin 2009) would have demonstrated
diIerent outcomes for subgroups with ≥ 2 or ≥ 3 previous
miscarriages. The largest trial (Bao 2017), which was a large
contributor to the pooled eIect, included women with a history
of at least two consecutive miscarriages, but did not report the
number of previous miscarriages per treatment group. It should be
noted that the currently employed Sydney classification criteria for
APS (Miyakis 2006) form an aid in the diagnosis of APS, but were
originally developed for research purposes. In the current review,
we were not able to carry out subgroup analyses based on aPL-
profiles, due to the small numbers of included trials and/or limited
reporting of aPL-profiles in correlation to the primary outcome live
birth.

Antibody cut-oI levels diIered greatly between trials and only one
trial explicitly reported aPL-titres in participants. The association
between aPL and recurrent pregnancy loss varies per type of aPL
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and also diIers for early and late pregnancy loss (Opatrny 2006). For
this reason, current guidelines recommend testing for aPL ( lupus
anticoagulant (LAC) and anticardiolipin (ACA) IgG and IgM) aUer
two pregnancy losses, consecutive or non-consecutive, whereas
testing for aβ2GPI can be considered (Vermeulen 2018). None of the

included trials in the current review reported women with aβ2-GPI

antibodies. Clinical studies ideally should report results on women
with homogenous aPL-profiles and women with strongly positive
tests or high-titre antibodies should be analysed separately. As APS
is a heterogeneous disease with a wide variation in both clinical
presentation and laboratory parameters, an accurate evaluation
of two interventions in a homogeneous subset of APS-patients is
challenging.

Uncertainty also remains regarding the ideal timing of initiation
and duration of treatment. Most trials included in this review
started eligible participants on aspirin preconceptionally, with
heparin added once pregnancy was confirmed, in order to compare
heparin and/or aspirin with aspirin alone during pregnancy. A
recent study by Eid 2019 evaluated early initiation of LMWH, i.e.
once positive pregnancy test was established in the fiUh week
of gestation, and later initiation of LMWH, i.e. aUer sonographic
confirmation of fetal cardiac pulsation in week seven, both
regimens combined with aspirin started preconceptionally. Early
initiation led to an ongoing pregnancy rate of 81% at 12 weeks'
gestation compared to 61% in the later initiation group. However,
live birth rates and the incidence of late obstetrical complications
were similar in both groups (Eid 2019). In another trial, comparing
LMWH and aspirin with placebo given preconceptionally, women in
the treatment group had a higher ongoing pregnancy rate within
six months aUer randomisation when compared with women
in the placebo group, but live birth overall was not aIected.
Additionally, the incidence of pre-eclampsia was higher in the
placebo-treated women; 24% versus 11% in the intervention group
(Ismail 2016). Initiation of heparin preconceptionally in all women
with APS and recurrent early pregnancy loss would be undesirable
from a patients' perspective, but whether heparin can be safely
discontinued aUer the first trimester of pregnancy with regard to
pregnancy outcome, requires further investigation.

Women with persistent presence of aPL and a history
of thrombosis as well as recurrent miscarriage require
thromboprophylaxis during pregnancy, as aspirin only would not
be considered suIicient to prevent recurrent thrombosis. However,
there are no randomised clinical trials that have evaluated
anticoagulant treatment strategies, i.e. between diIerent doses
of anticoagulants, in this high-risk population. In women with
obstetric APS without a personal history of venous or arterial
thrombosis receiving antepartum anticoagulant prophylaxis
continuation postpartum can be considered (Bates 2018). However,
the incidence of postpartum thrombosis in this population is
unclear, hence the aim of postpartum thromboprophylaxis and
duration thereof in this population, cannot be substantiated with
the currently available evidence. Further trials should investigate
the role of LMWH for prevention of recurrent pregnancy loss and of
placenta-mediated complications in women with APS.

In the trial by Farquharson 2002, a substantial part of the
study population was non-adherent (24/98), which challenges
interpretation of the reported results. The authors reported no
significant diIerences in live birth in the non-adherent group
compared to either the adherent group or the whole group.

Adherence to therapy may have been higher in women receiving
UFH- compared to LMWH-treated women, as the dose of UFH is
adjusted per patient through activated partial thromboplastin time
(aPTT) monitoring. The optimal dose of LMWH or heparin, with
maximal benefit and minimal risks, is unknown. Various doses of
aspirin and or heparin were used in the included studies, but we
did not account for these diIerences in the analyses, due to small
sizes of the studies and limited data. Studies comparing a high
or low dose of either UFH or LMWH in combination with aspirin
did not show significant diIerences between treatment groups,
though it should be noted that the quasi-randomised controlled
trial comparing diIerent dosages of UFH lacked the power to detect
any significant diIerences and had methodological limitations (no
allocation concealment). Variation in initiation of treatment, in
duration of treatment, as well as diIerent doses and agents used,
limits the possibilities of a cross-study comparison. Two included
trials continued heparin postpartum.

Noticeably, adverse events associated with heparin therapy, easy
bruising at injection site or allergies, did not occur frequently
or were not reported. The improvement in pregnancy outcome
observed in the UFH-treated women seemed to be associated with
a non-significant increase in risk of preterm delivery, as assessed
in the subgroup of live births. For intrauterine growth restriction a
comparison in the subgroup of live births was not possible, as the
trial by Laskin at al (Laskin 2009) only reported adverse outcomes
for all participants. As we do not know the baseline risk for preterm
delivery and intrauterine growth restriction in the subgroups of live
birth and this baseline risk likely diIers, this comparison is prone
to bias.

Important side eIects of UFH therapy, such as haemorrhage and
heparin-induced thrombocytopenia did not occur or were not
reported and only minor bleeding events and bruising at injection
site were mentioned as possible adverse eIects of heparin therapy.
In the general population (i.e. without anticoagulant use during
pregnancy), estimated incidences of bleeding aUer delivery > 500
mL typically range from 4% to 6% (Scheres 2019). Hence, the
possibility of underreporting should be considered in interpreting
these figures. Thrombocytopenia occurs in 5% to 10% of all
pregnant women, with a slow decrease in platelet counts starting in
the second trimester, most likely a consequence of haemodilution
(Cines 2017). Osteoporosis is associated with heparin treatment
and should be taken into consideration when treatment is long
term, but was not evaluated as a secondary outcome in this
review. UFH therapy when given in a low dose does not require
monitoring and likely is eIective in preventing recurrent pregnancy
loss, though the unexpectedly low live birth rates in the comparator
arms in the UFH studies may have led to an overestimation of the
eIect. LMWH, which has a similar eIicacy and a superior safety
profile compared with UFH, is a reasonable alternative treatment
and currently most oUen used in clinical practice.

Quality of the evidence

Most of the trials were judged to be at low risk of bias for
most categories. Two quasi-randomised trials were at high risk of
selection bias due to lack of allocation concealment (Kutteh 1996a;
Kutteh 1996b),and in one trial, allocation concealment was unclear,
therefore considered as at high risk of selection bias as well (Alalaf
2012). Three trials reported incomplete outcome data (attrition
bias), including one trial at high risk for reporting bias as well (Alalaf
2012; Bao 2017; Pattison 2000).
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Additonally, a majority of trials were not registered in a clinical
trial registry nor had published a study protocol. For this reason, it
remains unclear whether selective reporting occurred in these trials
and we assessed reporting bias as unclear in unregistered studies
published in the last 10 years.

Though in only two trials participants and personnel both were
made unaware of treatment allocation, we assessed all trials at
low risk for performance bias, since live birth is an unequivocal
outcome and knowledge of treatment allocation is unlikely to
influence this.

Certainty of the evidence

The certainty of evidence is low to very low. We downgraded
the evidence for imprecision (due to low numbers of women
participating in the studies and wide 95% confidence intervals,
which are consistent with appreciable harms and benefits) and for
risk of bias limitations.

Potential biases in the review process

We minimised the risk of bias in the selection of studies, with
an extensive search strategy and no language or publication date
restriction, to identify all relevant studies. Two review authors
independently assessed study eligibility, performed data extraction
and GRADE assessments. There was no funding provided for this
review. Lastly, none of the review authors were involved in any
of the trials evaluated for this review. We were unaware of any
potential bias by focusing specifically on aspirin and/or heparin
versus placebo or another for prevention of recurrent pregnancy
loss in women with persistent aPL in this revision of the previous
review. Formal assessment of reporting bias by means of a funnel
plot, was not possible due to the small number of trials in the meta-
analyses for the main comparisons.

Agreements and disagreements with other studies or
reviews

For aspirin, we only identified one study which investigated the
eIect of aspirin alone by comparing it with placebo (Pattison 2000).
However, due to its small sample size and considerable limitations,
no conclusions could be drawn based on this single study. In studies
with women with recurrent pregnancy loss without persistent aPL,
aspirin does not seem to improve live birth rates (De Jong 2014).
Aspirin has been studied extensively in the context of reduction
of the risk of pre-eclampsia. Here, also outside of the population
with persistent aPL, aspirin reduces the risk of pre-eclampsia (Askie
2007; Rolnik 2017). Based on the lack of direct evidence and
available indirect evidence, it is reasonable to suggest aspirin for
prevention of pre-eclampsia in women with recurrent pregnancy
loss and persistent aPL.

A cohort study of 693 women with recurrent miscarriage evaluated
live birth rates in aPL-positive women and in women with
unexplained recurrent miscarriage; overall live birth rates were
69% in aPL-positive women and 63% in women with unexplained
recurrent miscarriage. Stratification by treatment demonstrated
79% live birth in the group with aPL-positive women treated with
aspirin and heparin compared to 62% in the group treated with
aspirin alone. Stratification by treatment did not show diIerences
in outcome in the group of women with recurrent miscarriage
(Cohn 2010). In non-aPL populations evidence from an individual-

patient level meta-analysis suggests no role for LMWH in a
prophylactic dose during pregnancy to prevent recurrent placenta-
mediated pregnancy complications (Rodger 2014). Another recent
meta-analysis including eight trials involving 483 women with
inherited thrombophilia and recurrent miscarriage found no
significant diIerence in live birth rates with LMWH use compared to
no LMWH (RR 0.81, 95% CI 0.55 to 1.19) (Skeith 2016).

A U T H O R S '   C O N C L U S I O N S

Implications for practice

Heparin (low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) or unfractionated
heparin (UFH)) combined with aspirin may lead to more live births
in women with recurrent pregnancy loss with antiphospholipid
antibodies (aPL) than treatment with aspirin alone (low-certainty
evidence). The observed beneficial eIect of heparins is mainly
driven by one large single-centre trial using LMWH. The eIect of
aspirin on live birth rates remains uncertain.

Implications for research

A large multicentre randomised controlled trial with clearly defined
inclusion and exclusion criteria for subgroups of patients with
aPL and recurrent pregnancy loss, is needed in order to evaluate
risks and benefits of current treatment strategies and to gain
consensus on the ideal prevention for recurrent pregnancy loss,
based on a risk profile. Additionally, further research involving
women with obstetric antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) without a
history of venous or arterial thrombosis, is needed to determine
whether LMWH can be safely discontinued aUer the first trimester
of pregnancy, with regard to adverse pregnancy outcomes.
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Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]

 

Study characteristics

Methods Open-label, randomised controlled trial (N = 141)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) age 18-42 years at time of interview

2) ≥ 2 unexplained consecutive miscarriages before 20 weeks' gestation

3) persistent presence of aCL antibodies (IgG > 15 GPL or IgM > 25 MPL) or positive LAC on 2 occasions, 8
weeks apart.

Exclusion criteria

Systemic lupus erythematosus, known peptic ulcer disease, sensitivity to aspirin or heparin depend-
ing on patient's history report, previous venous thromboembolic disease requiring ongoing anticoagu-
lant therapy, other causes for recurrent miscarriage (polycystic ovarian syndrome, thyroid dysfunction,
anatomical causes), bacterial vaginosis infection and failure to consent to participate.

Interventions LMWH (bemiparin) 2500 IU/day sc (N = 80)
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versus

Aspirin 100 mg/day (N = 61)

Outcomes Primary outcome

Live birth

Secondary outcomes

Obstetrical complications, fetal and maternal adverse events

Notes Aspirin commenced preconceptionally until 36 weeks of gestation, bemiparin commenced when preg-
nancy was confirmed until 36 weeks of gestation.

Mean number of previous pregnancy losses was 3.28 ± 1.72 in the LMWH group versus 3.41 ± 1.76 in the
aspirin group; no specification for previous early and late loss reported.

As study outcome total pregnancy loss reported; no specification for early and late loss reported.

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment period 15 September 2007 to 1 August 2010, publication 2012.
Funding sources: not stated
Declarations of interest: none

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

High risk Process of randomisation not clearly described. Authors state some form of al-
ternation between treatment groups: the first case was randomised to treat-
ment 1, the second case to treatment 2 and sometimes 2 cases were ran-
domised to treatment 1, followed by one case of treatment 2.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

High risk Not reported.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

High risk Exclusions, reasons for exclusion and numbers included in the analysis at each
stage were not reported. Loss-to-follow up not reported.

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk Trial not registered in clinical trial registry. No published study protocol.

Other bias Low risk No indication of other sources of bias

Alalaf 2012  (Continued)
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Methods Randomised study (N = 1096)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) history of ≥ 2 consecutive miscarriages

2) ≥ 2 blood tests taken at an interval of at least 12 weeks apart confirming the presence of either LA
(prolongation of the dilute Russell viper venom time ratio greater than 1.09 with at least 20% correction
by washed, frozen/thawed platelets) anti-β2GPI or aCL antibodies (IgG > 40 GPL, IgM > 40 MPL or higher
than the 99th percentile of the reference range obtained with normal participants) before pregnancy

Exclusion criteria

Recent history of major surgery; pregnancy; haemorrhage or trauma; under oral contraception or hor-
mone therapy; partner with an abnormal karyotype

Interventions LMWH (nadroparin) 4100 U/day sc + aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 497)

versus

Aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 518)

Outcomes Live birth and pregnancy failure (including ectopic pregnancy and miscarriage)

Notes At confirmation of pregnancy randomisation to either LWMH + aspirin or aspirin, treatment continued
until miscarriage or 35 weeks of gestation.

Number of previous pregnancy losses not reported.

As study outcome total pregnancy loss reported; no specification for early and late loss reported.

Per-protocol analysis, no intention-to-treat analysis.

30/548 in LMWH + aspirin group and 14/548 in aspirin group excluded due to disagreement on assigned
treatment. Additionally, 37 (3.3%) women lost to follow-up (21/518 in LMWH + aspirin group and 16/534
in aspirin group).

497 women in LMWH + aspirin group versus 518 women in aspirin group.

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment period 2012 to 2015, publication in 2017.
Funding sources: Shanghai Committee of Science and Technology, Grant/Number: 14411966600
and 17411967800; The Joint Key Project of New Frontier Technology in Shanghai Municipal Hospitals,
Grant/Number: SHDC12014129.
Declarations of interest: not stated

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Computer-generated randomisation list.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Adequate allocation concealment, randomisation list kept by independent
member of staI not involved in the trial.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.
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Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

High risk No published study protocol. Exclusions, reasons for exclusion and numbers
included in the analysis at each stage were reported; loss to follow-up report-
ed; per-protocol analysis, outcomes of censored participants and reasons for
censoring unclear.

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk Trial not registered in clinical trial registry. No published study protocol.

Other bias Low risk No indication of other sources of bias

Bao 2017  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods Single-centre, randomised non-blinded, non-placebo controlled trial (N = 98)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) 18-41 years

2) ≥ 3 consecutive pregnancy losses or 2 consecutive losses with proven fetal death after 10 weeks

3) 2 positive test for antiphospholipid antibodies more than 6 weeks apart, determined by lupus antico-
agulant (dRVVT > 1.09 with > 20% correction with platelets), or aCL antibodies (IgG > 9 U/mL or aCL IgM
> 5 U/mL)

Exclusion criteria

Parental chromosomal abnormality, uterine anomaly, previous arterial of venous thrombosis, use of
steroids during pregnancy, systemic lupus erythematosus requiring medication or complicated by
nephritis, and other thrombophilia such as activated protein C resistance or protein C/S deficiency.

Interventions LMWH 5000 IU/day sc + aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 51)

versus

Aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 47)

Outcomes Embryo loss (no visible crown rump length or fetal heart activity) and fetal loss (loss of fetal heart activ-
ity after clear identification on previous scan)

Notes Randomisation occurred < 12 weeks' gestation, mean 7.1 weeks for LMWH plus aspirin group and 6.3
weeks for the aspirin group

Mean number of previous pregnancy losses was 3 ± 0.8 in the LMWH + aspirin group versus 3 ± 0.9 in the
aspirin group; no specification for previous early and late loss reported.

LMWH plus aspirin or aspirin started at randomisation (before 12 weeks of gestation) and continued
until delivery.

11/47 in the aspirin group also took LMWH and 13/51 in the aspirin/LMWH group took aspirin alone

Type of LMWH not specified.
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11/51 pregnancy losses in the LMWH plus aspirin group (3/11 embryo loss, 8/11 fetal loss) versus 13/47
pregnancy losses in the aspirin group (9/13 embryo loss, 4/13 fetal loss).

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of publication
non-existing. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment period from January 1997 to January 2000, publication in 2002.
Funding sources: LUPUS UK and NHS R&D (NWEST) grant support
Declarations of interest: not stated

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Computer-generated sequence of random numbers.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Telephone randomisation, adequate allocation concealment.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth

Data collection by independent research officer who received copies of ran-
domisation data sheets. Blinding of outcome assessment not explicitly stated.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Exclusions, reasons for exclusion and numbers included in the analysis at each
stage were reported; no missing outcome data, no loss to follow-up.

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk All analyses completed on an intention-to-treat basis. Trial not registered in
clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of publication non-exist-
ing. No published study protocol.

Other bias Low risk No indication of other sources of bias

Farquharson 2002  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods 2-arm prospective, randomised controlled study (N = 60)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) ≥ 3 consecutive pregnancy losses before 10 weeks' gestation

2) positive LAC and/or aCL antibodies (IgG and IgM) on at least 2 occasions, at least 12 weeks apart

Exclusion criteria

Paternal chromosomal abnormalities or uterine abnormalities, luteal phase defect, abnormal thyroid
function tests, hyperprolactinaemia, polycystic ovary syndrome, systemic lupus erythematosus, pre-
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vious thromboembolism, peptic ulcer, age < 19 years or > 37 years, BMI < 19 or > 30 or sensitivity to as-
pirin or heparin.

Interventions LMWH (enoxaparin) 40 mg/day sc + aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 30)

versus

LMWH (enoxaparin) 20 mg/day sc + aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 30)

Outcomes Primary outcome

Live birth rate

Secondary outcome

Maternal and obstetric complications during pregnancy or puerperium such as excessive bleeding,
thrombocytopenia, intrauterine growth restriction, pre-eclampsia, intrauterine fetal death, thrombotic
event and spontaneous osteoporotic fractures. For the infants preterm delivery, neonatal bleeding and
congenital anomalies.

Notes All participants were started on aspirin preconceptionally until 36 weeks and LMWH was added with a
confirmed positive pregnancy test and continued until delivery.

Mean number of previous pregnancy losses was 4.03 ± 1.24 in the LMWH 40 mg + aspirin group versus
4.1 ± 1.12 in the LMWH 20 mg plus aspirin group; no specification for previous early and late loss report-
ed.

7/30 pregnancy losses in the LMWH 40 mg + aspirin group (6/30 first trimester loss, 1/30 second
trimester loss) versus 9/30 pregnancy losses in the LMWH 20 mg + aspirin group (8/30 first trimester
loss, 1/30 second trimester loss). No intrauterine fetal death in either group.

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment period December 2008 to May 2010, publication 2010.
Funding sources: not stated
Declarations of interest: none

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Computer-generated random numbers.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Opaque envelopes.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Blinding not reported, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influ-
ence outcome live birth.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Exclusions, reasons for exclusion and numbers included in the analysis at each
stage were reported; no loss to follow-up, all participants analysed.

Fouda 2010  (Continued)
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Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk Trial not registered in clinical trial registry. No published study protocol.

Other bias Low risk Nothing to indicate any other sources of bias.

Fouda 2010  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods 2-arm, prospective, open-labelled, multicentre, randomised controlled trial (N = 60)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) ≥ 3 consecutive pregnancy losses before 10 weeks' gestation

2) Positive anticardiolipin antibodies IgG (> 40 GPL) and IgM (> 40 MPL) or presence of LAC (aPTT and
dilute Russell viper venom test). All of the women with positive LAC and/or anticardiolipin antibodies
were retested after at least 12 weeks. Only those with persistently positive tests were included in the
study.

Exclusion criteria

Paternal chromosomal abnormalities; uterine malformation detected by hysterosalpingography or of-
fice hysteroscopy; cervical incompetence; luteal-phase defect; abnormal thyroid function tests; hyper-
prolactinaemia; polycystic ovary syndrome; hereditary thrombophilia; systemic lupus erythematosus;
previous venous or arterial thrombotic episodes; diabetes mellitus; kidney or liver disease; gastric ul-
cer; and sensitivity to aspirin, UFH, or enoxaparin.

Interventions Unfractionated heparin 5000 U sc twice daily + aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 30)

versus

LMWH (enoxaparin) 40 mg/day sc + aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 30)

Outcomes Primary outcome

Live birth rate

Secondary outcomes

Excessive haemorrhage (defined by a 10% decline in the hematocrit value or the requirement of a
blood transfusion),
thrombocytopenia (platelet count b100,000/mL), IUGR (birthweight lower than the tenth percentile for
gestational age), pre-eclampsia (blood pressure ≥140/90 mm Hg and proteinuria ≥ 300 mg/day), IUFD,
and spontaneous osteoporotic fractures. For the infants, the secondary endpoints were preterm labour
(birth of infant at < 37 weeks of gestation), neonatal bleeding, and congenital anomalies.

Notes Multicentre trial (2 centres). All women became pregnant after randomisation. Aspirin was started be-
fore conception and continued through pregnancy until 36 weeks of gestation. Anticoagulation treat-
ment was started as soon as the serum pregnancy test became positive.

Mean number of previous pregnancy losses was 4.37 ± 1.19 in the UFH + aspirin group versus 4.23 ± 1.16
in the LMWH + aspirin group; no specification for previous early and late loss reported.

10/30 pregnancy losses in the UFH + aspirin group (9/30 first trimester loss, 1/30 second trimester
loss) versus 6/30 pregnancy losses in the LMWH + aspirin group (6/30 first trimester loss, 0/30 second
trimester loss). No intrauterine fetal death in either group.

Trial registry: the study was registered at clinicaltrials.gov [NCT01051778].

Fouda 2011 
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Dates of study: recruitment period 28 June 2006 to 14 December 2009, publication 2011.
Funding sources: not stated
Declarations of interest: none

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Computer-generated randomisation list.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Sequentially-numbered, opaque sealed envelopes, each containing the allo-
cation information written on a card. The envelopes were opened sequential-
ly by a staI nurse to assign the women to either treatment group. The comput-
er-generated randomisation list and the sealed envelopes were prepared by a
statistician not involved in the study.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Blinding not reported, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influ-
ence outcome live birth.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Exclusions, reasons for exclusion and numbers included in the analysis at each
stage were reported; no loss to follow-up, all participants analysed.

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk The study was registered at clinicaltrials.gov [NCT01051778]. All of the study's
pre-specified outcomes and all expected outcomes of interest were reported.

Other bias Low risk Multicentre trial (2 centres).

Fouda 2011  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods Single-centre, quasi-randomised, non-blinded, non-placebo controlled trial (N = 50)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) Desire to become pregnant

2) Agreement to be completely evaluated

3) ≥ 3 spontaneous consecutive miscarriages

4) Consent to alternative treatment assignment

5) Presence of antiphospholipid antibodies ≥ 27 IgG or ≥ 23 IgM phospholipid units (> 2.5 multiples of
the median) on 2 separate occasions

Exclusion criteria

Kutteh 1996a 
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Systemic lupus erythematosus, positive for lupus anticoagulant, presence of another abnormal test re-
sult that was not corrected either medically or surgically, aspirin allergy, another reason for anticoagu-
lation during pregnancy, refused treatment or assignment to treatment.

Interventions Unfractionated heparin 5000 units sc twice daily + aspirin 81 mg/day (N = 25)

versus

Aspirin 81 mg/day (N = 25)

Outcomes Obstetric complications (preterm birth, intrauterine growth retardation and maternal complications
(gestational diabetes, major and minor bleeding, thrombocytopenia, pre-eclampsia)

Notes Aspirin commenced before conception, heparin commenced at the first confirmed pregnancy test (5.3
weeks post-gestation). Treatment was continued until delivery and heparin continued for 3 weeks
postpartum.

Heparin dose increased by 1000 units/dose weekly until PTT was 1.2-1.5 times baseline.

Mean total prior miscarriages per patient was 3.9 ± 1.4 in the UFH + aspirin group (79.1% of these < 12
weeks of gestation, 91.3% < 20 weeks of gestation) versus 3.7 ± 1.0 in the aspirin group (76.6% of these
< 12 weeks of gestation, 88.5% < 20 weeks of gestation).

As study outcome total pregnancy loss reported; no specification for early and late loss reported.

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of publication
non-existing. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment period not specified, publication in 1996.
Funding sources: not stated
Declarations of interest: not stated

Authors report that treatment was initiated at the first documented pregnancy test, to eliminate selec-
tion bias.

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

High risk Non-random alternative assignment of treatment.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

High risk No concealment of allocation.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

Unclear risk 600 women evaluated, 50 consented to study participation; exclusions, rea-
sons for exclusion and numbers included in the analysis at each stage were not
reported. Unclear whether all evaluated participants started low-dose aspirin
before conception, prior to randomisation. Analysis by intent-to-treat and loss
to follow-up unclear.
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Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk Trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of
publication non-existing, therefore unclear risk. No published study protocol.

Other bias Low risk No indication of other sources of bias

Kutteh 1996a  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods Single-centre, quasi-randomised, non-blinded, non-placebo controlled trial (N = 50)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) Desire to become pregnant

2) Agreement to be completely evaluated

3) ≥ 3 documented pregnancy losses

4) Presence of antiphospholipid antibodies IgG ≥ 27 GPL (> 2.5 multiples of the median) on 2 separate
occasions

5) Consent to treatment protocol

Exclusion criteria

Systemic lupus erythematosus, a positive test for lupus anticoagulant, an allergy to aspirin, a docu-
mented bone disorder, another abnormal test result that was not corrected aspirin allergy, refused
treatment.

Interventions Aspirin 81 mg/day plus heparin 5000 U twice daily sc adjusted to maintain the PTT at 1.2 to 1.5 times
the baseline (high dose) (N = 25)

versus

Aspirin 81 mg/day + heparin 5000 U twice daily sc adjusted to maintain the PTT at the upper limit of
normal (low dose) (N = 25)

Outcomes Obstetric complications (preterm birth, intrauterine growth retardation and maternal complications
(gestational diabetes, major and minor bleeding, thrombocytopenia, pre-eclampsia)

Notes Mean daily dose in low-dose heparin group 8127 ± 2389 U twice daily; mean daily dose in high-dose he-
parin group 13300 ± 3500 U twice daily.

Aspirin commenced before conception, heparin commenced at the first confirmed pregnancy test.
Treatment was continued until delivery and heparin continued for 3 weeks postpartum.

Mean total prior miscarriages per patient was 3.6 ± 1.0 in the low-dose UFH + aspirin group (92.9% of
these < 20 weeks of gestation) versus 3.9 ± 1.4 in the aspirin group (91.2% of these < 20 weeks of gesta-
tion).

As study outcome total pregnancy loss reported; no specification for early and late loss reported.

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of publication
non-existing. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment period not specified, publication in 1996.
Funding sources: not stated
Declarations of interest: not stated
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Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

High risk The first 25 women had heparin dosages adjusted periodically to maintain the
baseline PTT at 1.2 to 1.5 times baseline (HD heparin). The second 25 women
had heparin dosages adjusted periodically to maintain the PTT at the allocat-
ed to upper limits of the normal range (LD heparin).

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

High risk No concealment of allocation.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Blinding not reported, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influ-
ence outcome live birth.

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Blinding not reported, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influ-
ence outcome live birth.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

Unclear risk Over 750 women evaluated, 50 consented to study participation; exclusions,
reasons for exclusion and numbers included in the analysis at each stage were
not reported. Unclear whether all evaluated participants started low-dose as-
pirin before conception, prior to randomisation. Analysis by intent-to-treat
and loss to-follow-up unclear.

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk Trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of
publication non-existing, therefore unclear risk. No published study protocol.

Other bias Low risk No indication of any other source of bias.

Kutteh 1996b  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods Open-label randomised controlled trial (N = 88). Subgroup with aPL antibodies N = 42

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) aged 18 to 44 years at time of randomisation

2) history of ≥ 2 unexplained consecutive pregnancy losses prior to 32 weeks' gestation

3) presence of at least 1 of the following: ANA, antiphospholipid antibodies (aCL IgG > 15 GPL or IgM
> 25 MPL and/or LAC positivity, tested on 2 occasions at least 8 weeks apart), or an inherited throm-
bophilia

4) confirmed pregnancy by either 2 appropriately rising quantitative beta human chorionic go-
nadotropin (beta hCG) tests performed 48 hours apart or by ultrasound confirming fetal heart activity

Exclusion criteria

Systemic lupus erythematosus (fulfilling American College of Rheumatology classification criteria),
known peptic ulcer disease (within the last 5 years), sensitivity to aspirin or heparin obtained by self-
report, bone mineral density z score <- 2.5, known platelet function abnormality, previous throm-
boembolic event requiring ongoing anticoagulant therapy including heparin/aspirin/warfarin veri-
fied in medical records, genetic/anatomic/hormonal aetiology for pregnancy loss was identified by (re-
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spectively) karyotype analysis of both partners, hysterosalpingogram/sonohysterogram, and a hor-
monal evaluation (which included either an endometrial biopsy or loss while taking progesterone or
clomiphene therapy or mid luteal phase serum progesterone levels timed appropriately), geographic
distance from the clinic and hospitals in Toronto/Hamilton, failure to consent.

Interventions LMWH (dalteparin) 5000 U/day sc + aspirin 81 mg/day (N = 22)

versus

Aspirin 81 mg/day (N = 20)

Outcomes Live birth

Notes 42 of 88 randomised participants had persistent presence of antiphospholipid antibodies, of whom 22
were randomised to LMWH + aspirin and 20 were randomised to aspirin alone.

Aspirin and LMWH started at randomisation (after confirmed pregnancy) and continued until 35 weeks
of gestation.

Authors have been contacted to provide information on the secondary outcomes for the subgroup of
aPL-positive participants

32/45 in the LMWH + aspirin group had a history of early losses (≤ 14 weeks of gestation) versus 34/43 in
the aspirin group.

4/45 in the LMWH + aspirin group had a still birth (20-32 weeks of gestation) versus 7/43 in the aspirin
group.

Pregnancy loss in 10/45 in the LMWH + aspirin group (7/10 ≤ 14 weeks of gestation, 2/10 ectopic preg-
nancy, 1 stillbirth) versus 9/43 in the aspirin group (8/9 ≤ 14 weeks of gestation, 1 stillbirth).

Trial registry: study registered at clinicaltrials.gov [NCT 00564174]
Dates of study: recruitment period 2000-2004, publication in 2009.
Funding sources: Canadian Institute of Health Research (CIHR) Rx&D grant (PCT 37749) and by a grant
from Pfizer Canada (formerly Pharmacia, Canada). LMWH was supplied by Pfizer Canada.
Declarations of interest: not stated

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Central randomisation. Stratified by presence or absence of aPL, and early (≤
14 weeks) versus late (15-32 weeks) losses. Women with history of both early
and late losses were assigned to the late stratum.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Adequate allocation concealment; central randomisation, communication by
telephone.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Exclusions, reasons for exclusion and numbers included in the analysis at each
stage were reported; no loss to follow-up, all participants analysed.

Laskin 2009  (Continued)
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Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Low risk Study registered at clinicaltrials.gov [NCT 00564174]. All of the study's pre-
specified outcomes and all expected outcomes of interest were reported.

Other bias Low risk Multicentre trial (2 centres).

Laskin 2009  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods Single-centre, double-blind, randomised, placebo-controlled trial (N = 40)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) ≥ 3 miscarriages

2) persistent positive aPL antibody pre-pregnancy or early during index pregnancy; anticardiolipin anti-
bodies IgG ≥ 5 GPL units or IgM ≥ 5 MPL units or presence of LAC (aPTT, dRVVT or KCT).

Exclusion criteria

History of thrombosis, systemic lupus erythematosus, current or planned therapy with corticosteroids,
NSAIDs, heparin or marine lipids.

Interventions Aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 20)

versus

Placebo (N = 20)

Outcomes Live birth, antenatal outcomes (bleeding, hypertension, preterm birth, caesarean delivery) and neona-
tal outcomes (birthweight, small-for-gestational age, neonatal admission, congenital anomalies)

Notes Randomisation after confirmation of pregnancy, if antiphospholipid antibodies were positive before
pregnancy or detected during pregnancy.

Aspirin and placebo commenced 50 and 44 days respectively after last menstrual period, duration of
treatment was not defined.

Overall percentage of previous pregnancy losses 80.7% in the aspirin group versus 74.8% in the place-
bo group. Median first-trimester losses 3 (interquartile range 1.5) in the aspirin group versus 4.5 (3) in
the placebo group.

As study outcome total pregnancy loss reported; no specification for early and late loss reported.

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of publication
non-existing. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment over a period of 39 months, no further specification. Publication in 2000.
Funding sources: not stated
Declarations of interest: not stated

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Computer-generated list of study numbers.

Pattison 2000 
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Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Sealed envelopes.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Blinding by placebo.

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Blinding by placebo.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

High risk In each arm 5/25 (20%) of participants were excluded because of inappro-
priate inclusion. Analyses were performed with and without these partici-
pants but results from included participants only published. No analysis by in-
tent-to-treat. No loss to follow-up.

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk Results from included participants only published. Insufficient data to assess
whether all outcomes were reported. Trial not registered in clinical trial reg-
istry, but clinical trial registry at time of publication non-existing. No published
study protocol.

Other bias Low risk No indication of any other source of bias.

Pattison 2000  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods Single-centre, randomised, non-blinded, non-placebo controlled trial (N = 90)

Participants Inclusion criteria
1) history of ≥ 3 consecutive miscarriages
2) positive antiphospholipid antibodies on at least 2 occasions more than 8 weeks apart before becom-
ing pregnant, determined by anticardiolipin antibodies IgG ≥ 5 GPL or IgM ≥ 3 MPL or a positive LAC
(aPTT, dRVVT ratio ≥ 1.1 confirmed by platelet neutralisation - decrease of >/= 10% of ratio).

Exclusion criteria
Previous thromboembolism, systemic lupus erythematosus, uterine abnormality detected on ultra-
sound, hypersecretion of luteinising hormone, multiple pregnancy, abnormal karyotype of either part-
ner.

Interventions Unfractionated heparin 5000 U twice daily sc + aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 45)

versus

Aspirin 75 mg/day (N = 45)

Outcomes Live birth

Notes Aspirin commenced in all participants after positive pregnancy test. Heparin commenced in heparin
only group after randomisation.
Randomisation occurred when fetal heart activity was noted on ultrasound (6.6 weeks in aspirin group
and 6.7 weeks in aspirin/heparin group).

Treatment continued until 34 weeks of gestation.

Rai 1997 
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Median number of previous miscarriages was 4 (range 3 to 15) in the heparin + aspirin group versus 4
(range 3 to 8) in the aspirin group. 29/45 in the heparin + aspirin group had first trimester miscarriages
only, 13/45 first and second trimester miscarriages. 31/34 in the aspirin group had first trimester mis-
carriages only, 13/45 first and second trimester miscarriages.

13/45 pregnancy losses in the UFH + aspirin group (median gestational age at miscarriage 9.4 weeks,
11/13 < 14 weeks of pregnancy) versus 26/45 in the aspirin group (median gestational age at miscar-
riage 8.3 weeks, 24/26 < 14 weeks of pregnancy).

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of publication
non-existing. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment period not specified, publication in 1997.
Funding sources: Arthritis and Rheumatism Council UK
Declarations of interest: none

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Computer-generated random number list

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Central randomisation

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Exclusions, reasons for exclusion and numbers included in the analysis at each
stage were reported; no loss to follow-up. All participants remained in their
originally allocated treatment group and outcome of all pregnancies were
analysed.

Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk Trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of
publication non-existing. No published study protocol.

Other bias Low risk No indication of any other source of bias.

Rai 1997  (Continued)

 
 

Study characteristics

Methods Randomised pilot trial (N = 28). Subgroup of participants that conceived (N = 26)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) history of ≥ 3 unexplained recurrent miscarriages of earlier than 10 weeks' gestation

2) persistently positive antiphospholipid antibodies; anticardiolipin antibodies IgG or IgM or lupus anti-
coagulant, drawn at least 6 weeks apart

Exclusion criteria

Stephenson 2004 
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Parental structural chromosome abnormality, anatomical factor (uterine septum, intrauterine adhe-
sions, submucous fibroid), concomitant inherited thrombophilia, prior heparin use.

Interventions Aspirin 81 mg/day preconceptionally + LMWH (dalteparin) 2500 IU once daily sc luteal phase; after con-
ception aspirin 81mg/day + LMWH (dalteparin) 2500 IU once daily sc in first trimester, 5000 IU once dai-
ly sc in second trimester, 7500 IU once daily sc in third trimester (N = 13)

versus

Aspirin 81 mg/day preconceptionally + unfractionated heparin 5000 IU twice daily sc in luteal phase; af-
ter conception aspirin 81 mg/day + unfractionated heparin 5000 IU twice daily sc first trimester, 7500 IU
sc twice daily second trimester, 10,000 IU twice daily sc third trimester (N = 13)

Outcomes Live birth

Notes Aspirin was instituted preconceptionally and continued indefinitely. Heparin was started in the luteal
phase for a maximum of 3 cycles and continued 6 weeks postpartum.

13 of 14 women randomised to dalteparin had at least 1 pregnancy in the trial, 13 of 14 women ran-
domised to UFH had at least 1 pregnancy in the trial.

1 woman in the dalteparin group and 2 women in the UFH group had a second pregnancy while trial in
progress. 3 women in the UFH group had a third pregnancy and 1 woman in the UFH group had a 4th
pregnancy while trial in progress.

Mean number of previous miscarriages in the aspirin plus LMWH group 3.8 (range 3 to 7) versus 3.9
(range 3 to 7) in the aspirin plus UFH group. As study outcome total pregnancy loss reported; no specifi-
cation for early and late loss reported.

Trial registry: trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of publication
non-existing. No published study protocol.
Dates of study: recruitment period June 1998 to March 2001, publication 2004.
Funding sources: British Columbia Medical Services Foundation grant support and Pharmacia Canada
donation of Fragmin.
Declarations of interest: none

Risk of bias

Bias Authors' judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence genera-
tion (selection bias)

Low risk Random numbers table with blocks of 12.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk Central randomisation.

Blinding of participants
and personnel (perfor-
mance bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Blinding of outcome as-
sessment (detection bias)
All outcomes

Low risk No blinding, but knowledge of treatment allocation unlikely to influence out-
come live birth.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)
All outcomes

Low risk Exclusions and reasons for exclusion were reported. The numbers included in
the analysis at each stage (compared with the total randomised participants)
were reported. Missing data were balanced across groups.

Stephenson 2004  (Continued)
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Selective reporting (re-
porting bias)

Unclear risk Trial not registered in clinical trial registry, but clinical trial registry at time of
publication non-existing. No published study protocol.

Other bias Low risk No indication of any other source of bias.

Stephenson 2004  (Continued)

aCL: anticardiolipin; aPL: antiphospholipid antibodies; aPTT: activated partial thromboplastin time; BMI: body mass index; GPI:
glycoprotein-1; GPL: IgG phospholipids; IgG: immunoglobulin G; IgM: immunoglobulin M; IU: international units; IUFD: Intrauterine fetal
death; IUGR: Intrauterine growth restriction; LAC: lupus anticoagulant; LMWH: low-molecular-weight heparin; MPL: IgM phospholipids;
NSAIDS: nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; PTT: partial thromboplastin time; SC: subcutaneous; UFH: unfractionated heparin.
 

Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]

 

Study Reason for exclusion

Agarwal 2018 Different study population: women with inherited thrombophilia, no APS

Branch 2000 Different intervention: heparin + low-dose aspirin + intravenous immunoglobulin versus heparin +
low-dose aspirin + placebo

Bu 2009 Abstract only; unclear whether randomised study or persistent presence of antiphospholipid anti-
bodies. Insufficient data available to determine study eligibility.

Carta 2005 Different intervention: low-dose aspirin versus fish oil derivatives

Christiansen 1995 No antiphospholipid antibodies detected and different intervention (intravenous immunoglobulin)

Clark 2009 Different outcome: thrombotic sequelae after 20 years

Cowchock 1992 Different intervention: low-dose heparin versus prednisone 40 mg daily

Cowchock 1997 No associated signs or symptoms of the antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, i.e. no recurrent
pregnancy loss

De Veciana 2001 Prospective longitudinal study, with different study population (women treated with prophylactic
anticoagulation throughout pregnancy) and different study outcome (increase in LMWH dose, both
dosing frequency and total daily dose)

De Vries 2012 Women with antiphospholipid antibodies randomised into a separate study

Dendrinos 2007 Abstract only, different study population: women with a history of recurrent pregnancy loss and at
least 1 factor of thrombophilic disorder, APS not specified. Insufficient data available to determine
study eligibility.

Dendrinos 2009 Different intervention: LMWH + low-dose aspirin versus intravenous immunoglobulin

Eid 2019 Evaluation of different timing of initiation of low-molecular weight heparin administration during
pregnancy; early LMWH initiation once positive pregnancy test (week 5 of gestation) versus late
LMWH initiation after sonographic confirmation of fetal cardiac pulsation (week 7 of gestation).

Ensom 2004 Different study population: women with APS contemplating pregnancy, obstetric APS or recurrent
miscarriage not specified

Different outcome: drug exposure throughout pregnancy

Fu 2004 Different intervention: aspirin + prednisone versus heparin
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Study Reason for exclusion

Geva 1998 Different intervention: prednisone 10 mg + aspirin 100 mg daily versus no treatment

Different endpoint: in-vitro fertilisation embryo transfer failure

Gibbins 2018 Different study design: cohort study

Goel 2006 No persistent presence of antiphospholipid antibodies

Golding 1998 Different study population: primiparae, no APS, no recurrent miscarriage

Different outcome: occurrence of pre-eclampsia and intrauterine growth retardation

Gris 1995 Different study population: primary early recurrent unexplained miscarriages, antiphospholipid an-
tibody positive excluded

Different intervention: enoxaparin versus phenformin-like substance

Different outcome: fibrinolytic response, number of patients becoming pregnant, number of full-
term pregnancies

Guo 2013 No abstract or full text retrievable; unclear whether randomised study. Insufficient data available
to determine study eligibility.

Ismail 2016 Evaluation of pre-conception thromboprophylaxis: LMWH plus aspirin pre-conception versus
placebo pre-conception. All patients received LMWH plus aspirin once pregnancy was confirmed.

Kaaja 1993 Different study population: pregnant women with systemic lupus erythematosus

Different intervention: production of prostacyclin and thromboxane

Kaandorp 2010 Women with unexplained recurrent miscarriage, no APS

Kahwa 2006 Prevalence survey with a different study population (primiparae, no APS, no recurrent miscarriage)

Kim 1997 Different intervention: aspirin versus aspirin + prednisolone

Laskin 1997 Different intervention: prednisone + aspirin versus placebo

Mahmoud 2004 Different study population: women with recurrent pregnancy loss, no antiphospholipid antibodies

Different intervention: intravenous IgG

Different outcome: effects of IgG infusion on peripheral T-cell subpopulations

Malathi 2011 Abstract only; no full text retrievable. Unclear whether persistent presence of antiphospholipid an-
tibodies. Insufficient data available to determine study eligibility.

Malinowski 2003 Abstract only, no full text retrievable. Unclear whether persistent presence of antiphospholipid an-
tibodies. Insufficient data available to determine study eligibility.

Mankuta 1999 Abstract only, no full text retrievable. Different intervention (prednisone) according to abstract.

Mohamed 2014 Non-randomised study

Noble 2005 Prospective, non-randomised, controlled pilot study

Quenby 1992 Abstract only, quasi-randomised and missing information (history of recurrent fetal loss not avail-
able). Insufficient data available to determine study eligibility.
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Study Reason for exclusion

Radin 2017 Different study population: healthy women attempting pregnancy, with regular menstrual cycles
and had a history of 1 to 2 documented pregnancy losses, ≤ 2 live births, and no infertility

Different intervention: aspirin 81mg daily for 1 to 6 menstrual cycles

Different outcome: per-cycle risk of anovulation

Rai 2005 Different study intervention: low-dose steroid + aspirin + heparin versus aspirin + heparin

Saad 2014 Different study population: women with unexplained recurrent pregnancy loss, no antiphospho-
lipid antibodies

Schisterman 2014 Women with 1 or 2 pregnancy losses, APS an exclusion criterion

Shefras 1995 Different study design: non-randomised

Different outcome: bone density

Shu 2002 Abstract only, no full text retrievable.

According to abstract different intervention: Chinese herbal medicine + human chorionic go-
nadotropin and progesterone versus multi-vitamin only

Silver 1993 Different intervention: prednisone + low dose aspirin versus aspirin alone

Tang 2012 Different intervention: aspirin + prednisone versus aspirin + heparin

Triolo 2003 Different intervention: low-molecular-weight heparin + aspirin versus intravenous immunoglobulin

Tulppala 1997 Different study population: women with and without detectable anticardiolipin antibodies, no per-
sistent presence of aPL

Different outcome: prostacyclin and thromboxane A2 production

Vahid 1999 Different study population: women with unexplained recurrent abortions, no APS

Different intervention: acetylsalicylic acid and prednisolone before and during pregnancy

van Hoorn 2016 Recurrent pregnancy loss not an inclusion criterion

Vaquero 2001 Different intervention: prednisone + low-dose aspirin versus intravenous immunoglobulin

Visser 2011 Women with or without thrombophilia, no antiphospholipid antibodies

Xiao 2013 Different intervention: prednisone + aspirin versus prednisone + aspirin + LMWH + intravenous im-
munoglobulin

Different study design: clinical comparative study

Zhou 2012 No abstract or full text retrievable; unclear whether randomised study. Insufficient data available
to determine study eligibility.

aPL: antiphospholipid antibodies; APS: antiphospholipid syndrome; IgG: immunoglobulin; LMWH: low-molecular-weight heparin.
 

Characteristics of ongoing studies [ordered by study ID]
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Study name Use of warfarin after the first trimester in pregnant women with antiphospholipid syndrome

Methods Open-label randomised controlled trial

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) 20-38 years of age

2) Pregnant women with APS diagnosed according to the revised classification criteria for APS in
2006 in Sydney, Australia

3) Early pregnancy body weight is 50 kg to 90 kg

Exclusion criteria

Systemic lupus erythematosus, active or a history of thromboembolic disorders

Interventions Enoxaparin (LMWH) 40 mg/day sc versus enoxaparin 40 mg/day sc in first trimester, then warfarin
(3 mg/day to 5 mg/day) until termination of pregnancy

Outcomes Primary outcome

Fetal loss from 20 to 42 weeks gestational age

Secondary outcomes

Preterm delivery from 20 to 34 weeks gestational age, intrauterine growth restriction at birth, con-
genital fetal malformations at birth, haemorrhagic complications after 12 weeks gestational age up
to birth, thromboembolic complications after 12 weeks gestational age up to birth

Starting date November 2014

Contact information Principal Investigator: Dr. Mohamed I Eid - Mansoura University, Egypt

Study Director: Dr. Mohamed S Abdelhafez - Mansoura University, Egypt

Notes NCT02303171

Abdelhafez 2014 

 
 

Study name Antiphospholipid syndrome low-molecular-weight heparin pregnancy loss evaluation: the pilot
study (APPLE)

Methods Randomised controlled trial (feasibility study)

Participants Inclusion criteria

1) Confirmed pregnancy

2) 18 years or older

3) 2 or more unexplained pregnancy loss before the 10th week of gestation, AND/OR 1 or more un-
explained pregnancy loss at or beyond the 10th week of gestation

4) 1 or more APS laboratory criteria present, according to the revised Sapporo criteria

Exclusion criteria

Greater than 11 weeks + 6 days gestational age at time of randomisation, indication(s) for prophy-
lactic or therapeutic-dose anticoagulation, contraindication to heparin or aspirin, received 7 or

Rodger 2017 
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more doses of LMWH, previous participation in the trial, geographic inaccessibility, refused con-
sent.

Interventions Tinzaparin (LMWH) 4500 IU sc daily until 20 weeks' gestation and then 4500 IU sc twice daily until
37 weeks' gestation + aspirin 81 mg daily versus aspirin 81 mg daily until delivery

Outcomes The primary feasibility outcome of the pilot trial is the mean recruitment rate per centre per
month.

Starting date November 6, 2017

Contact information Principal Investigator: Marc Rodger, MD - Ottawa Hospital Research Institute, Canada

Principal Investigator: Leslie Skeith, MD - Ottawa Hospital Research Institute, Canada

Notes NCT03100123

Rodger 2017  (Continued)

APS: antiphospholipid syndrome; IU: international units; LMWH: low-molecular-weight heparin; sc: subcutaneous.
 

 

D A T A   A N D   A N A L Y S E S

 

Comparison 1.   Aspirin versus placebo

Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

1.1 Live birth 1 40 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.94 [0.71, 1.25]

1.2 Pre-eclampsia 1 33 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.06 [0.25, 4.52]

1.3 Adverse events in the mother 1   Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

1.3.1 Bleeding 1 40 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.29 [0.60, 2.77]

1.4 Preterm delivery of a live infant 1 33 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 5.29 [0.27, 102.49]

1.5 Intrauterine growth restriction 1 33 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.27 [0.03, 2.13]

1.6 Adverse events in the child 1   Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

1.6.1 Congenital malformations 1 33 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.06 [0.07, 15.60]

1.7 Pregnancy loss 1 40 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.33 [0.34, 5.21]
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Analysis 1.1.   Comparison 1: Aspirin versus placebo, Outcome 1: Live birth

Study or Subgroup

Pattison 2000

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.42 (P = 0.68)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Aspirin
Events

16

16

Total

20

20

Placebo
Events

17

17

Total

20

20

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.94 [0.71 , 1.25]

0.94 [0.71 , 1.25]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours placebo Favours aspirin

 
 

Analysis 1.2.   Comparison 1: Aspirin versus placebo, Outcome 2: Pre-eclampsia

Study or Subgroup

Pattison 2000

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.08 (P = 0.93)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Aspirin
Events

3

3

Total

16

16

Placebo
Events

3

3

Total

17

17

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.06 [0.25 , 4.52]

1.06 [0.25 , 4.52]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.001 0.1 1 10 1000
Favours aspirin Favours placebo

 
 

Analysis 1.3.   Comparison 1: Aspirin versus placebo, Outcome 3: Adverse events in the mother

Study or Subgroup

1.3.1 Bleeding
Pattison 2000

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.64 (P = 0.52)

Aspirin
Events

9

9

Total

20

20

Placebo
Events

7

7

Total

20

20

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.29 [0.60 , 2.77]

1.29 [0.60 , 2.77]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours aspirin Favours placebo
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Analysis 1.4.   Comparison 1: Aspirin versus placebo, Outcome 4: Preterm delivery of a live infant

Study or Subgroup

Pattison 2000

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.10 (P = 0.27)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Aspirin
Events

2

2

Total

16

16

Placebo
Events

0

0

Total

17

17

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

5.29 [0.27 , 102.49]

5.29 [0.27 , 102.49]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours aspirin Favours placebo

 
 

Analysis 1.5.   Comparison 1: Aspirin versus placebo, Outcome 5: Intrauterine growth restriction

Study or Subgroup

Pattison 2000

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.25 (P = 0.21)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Aspirin
Events

1

1

Total

16

16

Placebo
Events

4

4

Total

17

17

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.27 [0.03 , 2.13]

0.27 [0.03 , 2.13]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours aspirin Favours placebo

 
 

Analysis 1.6.   Comparison 1: Aspirin versus placebo, Outcome 6: Adverse events in the child

Study or Subgroup

1.6.1 Congenital malformations
Pattison 2000

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.04 (P = 0.96)

Aspirin
Events

1

1

Total

16

16

Placebo
Events

1

1

Total

17

17

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.06 [0.07 , 15.60]

1.06 [0.07 , 15.60]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours aspirin Favours placebo
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Analysis 1.7.   Comparison 1: Aspirin versus placebo, Outcome 7: Pregnancy loss

Study or Subgroup

Pattison 2000

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.41 (P = 0.68)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Aspirin
Events

4

4

Total

20

20

Placebo
Events

3

3

Total

20

20

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.33 [0.34 , 5.21]

1.33 [0.34 , 5.21]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours aspirin Favours placebo

 
 

Comparison 2.   Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin

Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

2.1 Live birth 5 1295 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

1.27 [1.09, 1.49]

2.1.1 UFH + aspirin versus aspirin 2 140 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

1.74 [1.28, 2.35]

2.1.2 LMWH + aspirin versus aspirin 3 1155 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

1.20 [1.04, 1.38]

2.2 Pre-eclampsia 2 82 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.57 [0.10, 3.14]

2.3 Adverse events in the mother 2   Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

2.3.1 Bleeding 1 31 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.65 [0.19, 14.03]

2.3.2 Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia 2 140 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

2.3.3 Allergic reactions 1 90 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

2.4 Venous thromboembolism 3 182 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

2.5 Arterial thromboembolism 3 182 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

2.6 Preterm delivery of a live infant 3 156 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.93 [0.42, 2.07]

2.7 Intrauterine growth restriction 3 151 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.85 [0.33, 2.19]

2.8 Adverse events in the child 1 51 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

2.8.1 Congenital malformations 1 51 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

2.9 Pregnancy loss 5 1295 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

0.48 [0.32, 0.71]
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Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

2.9.1 UFH + aspirin versus aspirin 2 140 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

0.46 [0.29, 0.71]

2.9.2 LMWH + aspirin versus aspirin 3 1155 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95%
CI)

0.55 [0.26, 1.16]

 
 

Analysis 2.1.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 1: Live birth

Study or Subgroup

2.1.1 UFH + aspirin versus aspirin
Kutteh 1996a

Rai 1997

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.06, df = 1 (P = 0.81); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.56 (P = 0.0004)

2.1.2 LMWH + aspirin versus aspirin
Farquharson 2002

Laskin 2009

Bao 2017

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.01; Chi² = 3.51, df = 2 (P = 0.17); I² = 43%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.46 (P = 0.01)

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.01; Chi² = 7.71, df = 4 (P = 0.10); I² = 48%

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.06 (P = 0.002)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 4.74, df = 1 (P = 0.03), I² = 78.9%

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

20

32

52

40

17

449

506

558

Total

25

45

70

51

22

497

570

640

Aspirin
Events

11

19

30

34

15

363

412

442

Total

25

45

70

47

20

518

585

655

Weight

8.4%

11.8%

20.2%

23.0%

14.3%

42.5%

79.8%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

1.82 [1.12 , 2.95]

1.68 [1.14 , 2.49]

1.74 [1.28 , 2.35]

1.08 [0.86 , 1.36]

1.03 [0.73 , 1.45]

1.29 [1.21 , 1.37]

1.20 [1.04 , 1.38]

1.27 [1.09 , 1.49]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

0.2 0.5 1 2 5
Favours aspirin Favours heparin + aspirin

 
 

Analysis 2.2.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 2: Pre-eclampsia

Study or Subgroup

Kutteh 1996a

Rai 1997

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 0.73, df = 1 (P = 0.39); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.65 (P = 0.52)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

2

0

2

Total

20

32

52

Aspirin
Events

1

1

2

Total

11

19

30

Weight

40.9%

59.1%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.10 [0.11 , 10.81]

0.20 [0.01 , 4.72]

0.57 [0.10 , 3.14]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours heparin + aspirin Favours aspirin
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Analysis 2.3.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 3: Adverse events in the mother

Study or Subgroup

2.3.1 Bleeding
Kutteh 1996a

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.46 (P = 0.65)

2.3.2 Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
Kutteh 1996a

Rai 1997

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

2.3.3 Allergic reactions
Rai 1997

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

Total

20

20

25

45

70

45

45

Aspirin
Events

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Total

11

11

25

45

70

45

45

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.65 [0.19 , 14.03]

1.65 [0.19 , 14.03]

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours heparin + aspirin Favours aspirin

 
 

Analysis 2.4.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 4: Venous thromboembolism

Study or Subgroup

Kutteh 1996a

Rai 1997

Laskin 2009

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

0

0

0

0

Total

25

45

22

92

Aspirin
Events

0

0

0

0

Total

25

45

20

90

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Random, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours heparin + aspirin Favours aspirin
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Analysis 2.5.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 5: Arterial thromboembolism

Study or Subgroup

Kutteh 1996a

Rai 1997

Laskin 2009

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

0

0

0

0

Total

25

45

22

92

Aspirin
Events

0

0

0

0

Total

25

45

20

90

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Random, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours heparin + aspirin Favours aspirin

 
 

Analysis 2.6.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 6: Preterm delivery of a live infant

Study or Subgroup

Kutteh 1996a

Rai 1997

Farquharson 2002

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 1.36, df = 2 (P = 0.51); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.17 (P = 0.87)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

3

8

2

13

Total

20

32

40

92

Aspirin
Events

1

4

4

9

Total

11

19

34

64

Weight

12.1%

47.2%

40.7%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.65 [0.19 , 14.03]

1.19 [0.41 , 3.42]

0.42 [0.08 , 2.18]

0.93 [0.42 , 2.07]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours heparin + aspirin Favours aspirin

 
 

Analysis 2.7.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 7: Intrauterine growth restriction

Study or Subgroup

Kutteh 1996a

Rai 1997

Laskin 2009

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 1.52, df = 2 (P = 0.47); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.34 (P = 0.73)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

3

3

3

9

Total

20

32

35

87

Aspirin
Events

1

1

6

8

Total

11

19

34

64

Weight

14.9%

14.5%

70.5%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.65 [0.19 , 14.03]

1.78 [0.20 , 15.93]

0.49 [0.13 , 1.79]

0.85 [0.33 , 2.19]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours heparin + aspirin Favours aspirin
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Analysis 2.8.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 8: Adverse events in the child

Study or Subgroup

2.8.1 Congenital malformations
Rai 1997

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

0

0

0

Total

32

32

32

Aspirin
Events

0

0

0

Total

19

19

19

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Random, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours heparin + aspirin Favours aspirin

 
 

Analysis 2.9.   Comparison 2: Heparin + aspirin versus aspirin, Outcome 9: Pregnancy loss

Study or Subgroup

2.9.1 UFH + aspirin versus aspirin
Kutteh 1996a

Rai 1997

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.44, df = 1 (P = 0.51); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.45 (P = 0.0006)

2.9.2 LMWH + aspirin versus aspirin
Farquharson 2002

Laskin 2009

Bao 2017

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.31; Chi² = 7.74, df = 2 (P = 0.02); I² = 74%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.57 (P = 0.12)

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.10; Chi² = 8.56, df = 4 (P = 0.07); I² = 53%

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.63 (P = 0.0003)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 0.18, df = 1 (P = 0.67), I² = 0%

Heparin+Aspirin
Events

5

13

18

11

5

48

64

82

Total

25

45

70

51

22

497

570

640

Aspirin
Events

14

26

40

13

5

155

173

213

Total

25

45

70

47

20

518

585

655

Weight

14.2%

24.1%

38.3%

18.2%

10.3%

33.2%

61.7%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

0.36 [0.15 , 0.84]

0.50 [0.30 , 0.84]

0.46 [0.29 , 0.71]

0.78 [0.39 , 1.57]

0.91 [0.31 , 2.68]

0.32 [0.24 , 0.44]

0.55 [0.26 , 1.16]

0.48 [0.32 , 0.71]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours heparin + aspirin Favours aspirin

 
 

Comparison 3.   LMWH versus aspirin

Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

3.1 Live birth 1 141 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.20 [1.00, 1.43]

3.2 Pre-eclampsia 1 113 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.93 [0.08, 46.31]
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Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

3.3 Adverse events in the mother 1 141 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 8.42 [0.47, 149.41]

3.3.1 Bleeding 1 141 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 8.42 [0.47, 149.41]

3.4 Venous thromboembolism 1 141 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

3.5 Arterial thromboembolism 1 141 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

3.6 Preterm delivery of a live infant 1 113 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.96 [0.17, 5.50]

3.7 Pregnancy loss 1 141 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.49 [0.25, 0.98]

 
 

Analysis 3.1.   Comparison 3: LMWH versus aspirin, Outcome 1: Live birth

Study or Subgroup

Alalaf 2012

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.96 (P = 0.05)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH
Events

69

69

Total

80

80

Aspirin
Events

44

44

Total

61

61

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.20 [1.00 , 1.43]

1.20 [1.00 , 1.43]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours aspirin Favours LMWH

 
 

Analysis 3.2.   Comparison 3: LMWH versus aspirin, Outcome 2: Pre-eclampsia

Study or Subgroup

Alalaf 2012

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.40 (P = 0.69)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH
Events

1

1

Total

69

69

Aspirin
Events

0

0

Total

44

44

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.93 [0.08 , 46.31]

1.93 [0.08 , 46.31]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.001 0.1 1 10 1000
Favours LMWH Favours aspirin
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Analysis 3.3.   Comparison 3: LMWH versus aspirin, Outcome 3: Adverse events in the mother

Study or Subgroup

3.3.1 Bleeding
Alalaf 2012

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.45 (P = 0.15)

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.45 (P = 0.15)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH
Events

5

5

5

Total

80

80

80

Aspirin
Events

0

0

0

Total

61

61

61

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

8.42 [0.47 , 149.41]

8.42 [0.47 , 149.41]

8.42 [0.47 , 149.41]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.001 0.1 1 10 1000
Favours LMWH Favours aspirin

 
 

Analysis 3.4.   Comparison 3: LMWH versus aspirin, Outcome 4: Venous thromboembolism

Study or Subgroup

Alalaf 2012

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH
Events

0

0

Total

80

80

Aspirin
Events

0

0

Total

61

61

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH Favours aspirin

 
 

Analysis 3.5.   Comparison 3: LMWH versus aspirin, Outcome 5: Arterial thromboembolism

Study or Subgroup

Alalaf 2012

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH
Events

0

0

Total

80

80

Aspirin
Events

0

0

Total

61

61

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH Favours aspirin
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Analysis 3.6.   Comparison 3: LMWH versus aspirin, Outcome 6: Preterm delivery of a live infant

Study or Subgroup

Alalaf 2012

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.05 (P = 0.96)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH
Events

3

3

Total

69

69

Aspirin
Events

2

2

Total

44

44

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.96 [0.17 , 5.50]

0.96 [0.17 , 5.50]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours aspirin Favours LMWH

 
 

Analysis 3.7.   Comparison 3: LMWH versus aspirin, Outcome 7: Pregnancy loss

Study or Subgroup

Alalaf 2012

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.03 (P = 0.04)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH
Events

11

11

Total

80

80

Aspirin
Events

17

17

Total

61

61

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.49 [0.25 , 0.98]

0.49 [0.25 , 0.98]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH Favours aspirin

 
 

Comparison 4.   LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin

Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

4.1 Live birth 2 86 Risk Ratio (M-H, Random, 95% CI) 1.44 [0.80, 2.62]

4.2 Pre-eclampsia 2 70 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 2.09 [0.33, 13.22]

4.3 Adverse events in the mother 2 206 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.00 [0.22, 4.56]

4.3.1 Bleeding 2 86 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.00 [0.22, 4.56]

4.3.2 Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia 1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

4.3.3 Allergic reactions 1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

4.4 Venous thromboembolism 1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

4.5 Arterial thromboembolism 1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

4.6 Preterm delivery of a live infant 1 44 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.25 [0.23, 6.76]

4.7 Intrauterine growth restriction 1 44 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.42 [0.04, 4.27]

4.8 Adverse events in the child 1 88 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable
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Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

4.8.1 Congenital malformations 1 44 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

4.8.2 Neonatal bleeding 1 44 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable

4.9 Pregnancy loss 2 86 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.53 [0.28, 0.99]

 
 

Analysis 4.1.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 1: Live birth

Study or Subgroup

Stephenson 2004

Fouda 2011

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.11; Chi² = 1.91, df = 1 (P = 0.17); I² = 48%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.21 (P = 0.23)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH + Aspirin
Events

9

24

33

Total

13

30

43

UFH + Aspirin
Events

4

20

24

Total

13

30

43

Weight

29.5%

70.5%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

2.25 [0.92 , 5.49]

1.20 [0.88 , 1.64]

1.44 [0.80 , 2.62]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours UFH + aspirin Favours LMWH + aspirin

 
 

Analysis 4.2.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 2: Pre-eclampsia

Study or Subgroup

Stephenson 2004

Fouda 2011

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 0.09, df = 1 (P = 0.77); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.78 (P = 0.44)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH + Aspirin
Events

1

2

3

Total

13

24

37

UFH + Aspirin
Events

0

1

1

Total

13

20

33

Weight

31.4%

68.6%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

3.00 [0.13 , 67.51]

1.67 [0.16 , 17.06]

2.09 [0.33 , 13.22]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH + aspirin Favours UFH + aspirin
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Analysis 4.3.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 3: Adverse events in the mother

Study or Subgroup

4.3.1 Bleeding
Stephenson 2004

Fouda 2011

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.00 (P = 1.00)

4.3.2 Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
Fouda 2011

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

4.3.3 Allergic reactions
Fouda 2011

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.00 (P = 1.00)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH+aspirin
Events

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

3

Total

13

30

43

30

30

30

30

103

UFH + aspirin
Events

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

3

Total

13

30

43

30

30

30

30

103

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

1.00 [0.22 , 4.56]

1.00 [0.22 , 4.56]

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

1.00 [0.22 , 4.56]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH + aspirin Favours UFH + aspirin

 
 

Analysis 4.4.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 4: Venous thromboembolism

Study or Subgroup

Fouda 2011

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH + aspirin
Events

0

0

Total

30

30

UFH + aspirin
Events

0

0

Total

30

30

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH + aspirin Favours UFH + aspirin
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Analysis 4.5.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 5: Arterial thromboembolism

Study or Subgroup

Fouda 2011

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH + aspirin
Events

0

0

Total

30

30

UFH + aspirin
Events

0

0

Total

30

30

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH + aspirin Favours UFH + aspirin

 
 

Analysis 4.6.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 6: Preterm delivery of a live infant

Study or Subgroup

Fouda 2011

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.26 (P = 0.80)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH + aspirin
Events

3

3

Total

24

24

UFH + aspirin
Events

2

2

Total

20

20

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.25 [0.23 , 6.76]

1.25 [0.23 , 6.76]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH + aspirin Favours UFH + aspirin

 
 

Analysis 4.7.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 7: Intrauterine growth restriction

Study or Subgroup

Fouda 2011

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.74 (P = 0.46)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH + aspirin
Events

1

1

Total

24

24

UFH + aspirin
Events

2

2

Total

20

20

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.42 [0.04 , 4.27]

0.42 [0.04 , 4.27]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH + aspirin Favours UFH + aspirin
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Analysis 4.8.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 8: Adverse events in the child

Study or Subgroup

4.8.1 Congenital malformations
Fouda 2011

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

4.8.2 Neonatal bleeding
Fouda 2011

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH + aspirin
Events

0

0

0

0

0

Total

24

24

24

24

48

UFH + aspirin
Events

0

0

0

0

0

Total

20

20

20

20

40

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH + aspirin Favours UFH + aspirin

 
 

Analysis 4.9.   Comparison 4: LMWH+ aspirin versus UFH + aspirin, Outcome 9: Pregnancy loss

Study or Subgroup

Stephenson 2004

Fouda 2011

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 0.22, df = 1 (P = 0.64); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.01 (P = 0.04)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

LMWH+ aspirin
Events

4

6

10

Total

13

30

43

UFH + aspirin
Events

9

10

19

Total

13

30

43

Weight

47.4%

52.6%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.44 [0.18 , 1.08]

0.60 [0.25 , 1.44]

0.53 [0.28 , 0.99]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LMWH + aspirin Favours UFH + aspirin

 
 

Comparison 5.   Higher dose heparin + aspirin versus lower dose heparin + aspirin

Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

5.1 Live birth 2 110 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

1.08 [0.87, 1.33]

5.1.1 Higher dose UFH versus lower dose UFH 1 50 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

1.05 [0.78, 1.41]

5.1.2 Higher dose LMWH versus lower dose
LMWH

1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

1.10 [0.81, 1.49]

5.2 Pre-eclampsia 2 99 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

1.64 [0.41, 6.48]
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Outcome or subgroup title No. of
studies

No. of
partici-
pants

Statistical method Effect size

5.3 Adverse events in the mother 2 198 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

0.71 [0.18, 2.77]

5.3.1 Bleeding 2 99 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

0.71 [0.18, 2.77]

5.3.2 Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia 2 99 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

5.3.3 Allergic reactions 0 0 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

5.4 Venous thromboembolism 1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

5.5 Arterial thromboembolism 1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

5.6 Preterm delivery of a live infant 2 81 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

1.96 [0.52, 7.32]

5.7 Intrauterine growth restriction 2 99 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

3.58 [0.61, 21.07]

5.8 Adverse events in the child 1 88 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

5.8.1 Congenital malformations 1 44 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

5.8.2 Neonatal bleeding 1 44 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

Not estimable

5.9 Pregnancy loss 2 110 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

0.80 [0.41, 1.55]

5.9.1 Higher dose UFH versus lower dose UFH 1 50 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

0.83 [0.29, 2.38]

5.9.2 Higher dose LMWH versus lower dose
LMWH

1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95%
CI)

0.78 [0.33, 1.82]
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Analysis 5.1.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin
versus lower dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 1: Live birth

Study or Subgroup

5.1.1 Higher dose UFH versus lower dose UFH
Kutteh 1996b

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.34 (P = 0.73)

5.1.2 Higher dose LMWH versus lower dose LMWH
Fouda 2010

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.58 (P = 0.56)

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 0.03, df = 1 (P = 0.85); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.66 (P = 0.51)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 0.03, df = 1 (P = 0.85), I² = 0%

HD Heparin
Events

20

20

23

23

43

Total

25

25

30

30

55

LD Heparin
Events

19

19

21

21

40

Total

25

25

30

30

55

Weight

47.5%

47.5%

52.5%

52.5%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.05 [0.78 , 1.41]

1.05 [0.78 , 1.41]

1.10 [0.81 , 1.49]

1.10 [0.81 , 1.49]

1.07 [0.87 , 1.33]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours LD heparin Favours HD heparin

 
 

Analysis 5.2.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin
versus lower dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 2: Pre-eclampsia

Study or Subgroup

Kutteh 1996b

Fouda 2010

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 0.03, df = 1 (P = 0.87); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.70 (P = 0.48)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

HD Heparin
Events

2

3

5

Total

20

30

50

LD Heparin
Events

1

2

3

Total

19

30

49

Weight

33.9%

66.1%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.90 [0.19 , 19.27]

1.50 [0.27 , 8.34]

1.64 [0.41 , 6.48]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours HD heparin Favours LD heparin
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Analysis 5.3.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin versus
lower dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 3: Adverse events in the mother

Study or Subgroup

5.3.1 Bleeding
Kutteh 1996b

Fouda 2010

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.49 (P = 0.62)

5.3.2 Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
Kutteh 1996b

Fouda 2010

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

5.3.3 Allergic reactions
Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.49 (P = 0.62)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

HD Heparin
Events

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

3

Total

20

30

50

20

30

50

0

100

LD Heparin
Events

4

0

4

0

0

0

0

4

Total

19

30

49

19

30

49

0

98

Weight

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.71 [0.18 , 2.77]

Not estimable

0.71 [0.18 , 2.77]

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

0.71 [0.18 , 2.77]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours HD heparin Favours LD heparin

 
 

Analysis 5.4.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin versus
lower dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 4: Venous thromboembolism

Study or Subgroup

Fouda 2010

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

HD Heparin
Events

0

0

Total

30

30

LD Heparin
Events

0

0

Total

30

30

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours HD heparin Favours LD heparin
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Analysis 5.5.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin versus
lower dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 5: Arterial thromboembolism

Study or Subgroup

Fouda 2010

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

HD Heparin
Events

0

0

Total

30

30

LD Heparin
Events

0

0

Total

30

30

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours HD heparin Favours LD heparin

 
 

Analysis 5.6.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin versus lower
dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 6: Preterm delivery of a live infant

Study or Subgroup

Fouda 2010

Kutteh 1996b

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 0.21, df = 1 (P = 0.65); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.00 (P = 0.32)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

HD Heparin
Events

3

3

6

Total

21

20

41

LD Heparin
Events

2

1

3

Total

21

19

40

Weight

66.1%

33.9%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

1.50 [0.28 , 8.08]

2.85 [0.32 , 25.07]

1.96 [0.52 , 7.32]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours HD heparin Favours LD heparin

 
 

Analysis 5.7.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin versus lower
dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 7: Intrauterine growth restriction

Study or Subgroup

Kutteh 1996b

Fouda 2010

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 0.41, df = 1 (P = 0.52); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.41 (P = 0.16)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

HD Heparin
Events

3

2

5

Total

20

30

50

LD Heparin
Events

0

1

1

Total

19

30

49

Weight

33.9%

66.1%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

6.67 [0.37 , 121.07]

2.00 [0.19 , 20.90]

3.58 [0.61 , 21.07]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours HD heparin Favours LD heparin
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Analysis 5.8.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin versus
lower dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 8: Adverse events in the child

Study or Subgroup

5.8.1 Congenital malformations
Fouda 2010

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

5.8.2 Neonatal bleeding
Fouda 2010

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

HD Heparin
Events

0

0

0

0

0

Total

23

23

23

23

46

LD Heparin
Events

0

0

0

0

0

Total

21

21

21

21

42

Weight
Risk Ratio

M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Not estimable

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours HD heparin Favours LD heparin

 
 

Analysis 5.9.   Comparison 5: Higher dose heparin + aspirin
versus lower dose heparin + aspirin, Outcome 9: Pregnancy loss

Study or Subgroup

5.9.1 Higher dose UFH versus lower dose UFH
Kutteh 1996b

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.34 (P = 0.73)

5.9.2 Higher dose LMWH versus lower dose LMWH
Fouda 2010

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.58 (P = 0.56)

Total (95% CI)
Total events:

Heterogeneity: Chi² = 0.01, df = 1 (P = 0.92); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.66 (P = 0.51)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 0.01, df = 1 (P = 0.92), I² = 0%

HD Heparin
Events

5

5

7

7

12

Total

25

25

30

30

55

LD Heparin
Events

6

6

9

9

15

Total

25

25

30

30

55

Weight

40.0%

40.0%

60.0%

60.0%

100.0%

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.83 [0.29 , 2.38]

0.83 [0.29 , 2.38]

0.78 [0.33 , 1.82]

0.78 [0.33 , 1.82]

0.80 [0.41 , 1.55]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favours HD heparin Favours LD heparin
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  To-
tal

No.

Partic-
ipants

per
group

Mean age

(years)

Mean total prior

miscarriages/woman

aCL IgM aCL IgG LAC aCL and
LAC

aβ2G-

PI

Studies   A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B

Alalaf 2012 141 80 61 31.4 ± 5.8 30.6 ± 6.3 3.3 ± 1.7 3.4 ± 1.8 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Bao 2017 1015 497 518 median 35
(25-47)

median 34
(24-43)

median 4
(2-11)

median 3 (2-8) NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Farquharson
2002

98 51 47 33 ± 4.8 33 ± 4.9 3 ± 0.8 3 ± 0.9 3/51 5/47 6/51 2/47 23/51 18/47 18/51 22/47 NA NA

Fouda 2010 60 30 30 27.1 ± 3.7 28.9 ± 4.2 4.0 ± 1.2 4.1 ± 1.1 4/30 5/30 8/30 6/30 10/30 9/30 8/30 10/30 NA NA

Fouda 2011 60 30 30 27.5 ± 3.2 28.6 ± 3.5 4.4 ± 1.2 4.2 ± 1.2 5/30 8/30 7/30 5/30 12/30 10/30 6/30 7/30 NA NA

Kutteh 1996a 50 25 25 33.2 ± 4.2 33.5 ± 5.8 3.9 ± 1.4 3.7 ± 1.0 6/25 5/25 NR NR NA NA NA NA NA NA

Kutteh 1996b 50 25 25 33.3 ± 4.2 33.2 ± 3.9 3.9 ± 1.4 3.6 ± 1.0 NR NR NR NR NA NA NA NA NA NA

Laskin 2009* 42 22 20 34.6 ± 3.9 33.8 ± 4.1* NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NA NA

Pattison 2000 40 20 20 31 ± 4.5 30.9 ± 3.9 NR NR 6/20 3/20 6/20 9/20 4/20 5/20 3/20 3/20 NA NA

Rai 1997 90 45 45 median 32

(23-40)

median 34

(22-44)

median 4

(3-15)

median 4

(3-8)

0/45 1/45 3/45 4/45 40/45 34/45 6/45 2/45 NA NA

Stephenson
2004**

26 13 13 34 (27-40) 34 (28-43) 3.8 (3-7) 3.9 (3-7) 4/14 11/14 11/14 7/14 6/14 3/14 4/14 2/14 NA NA

Table 1.   Summary of participants in the studies 

aβ2GPI: anti-β2-glycoprotein-I antibodies; aCL: anticardiolipin antibodies,aPL: antiphospholipid antibodies; LAC: lupus anticoagulant,.LMWH: low-molecular weight heparin;

NA: outcome not assessed;NR: outcome not reported,UFH: unfractionated heparin
* mean age in years for the entire study population (N = 88), not separately reported for the subgroup with positive aPL specifically.
** aPL profiles given for entire study population (N = 28), not separately reported the subgroup of patients who conceived and were subsequently randomised.
• Alalaf 2012: group A = LMWH, group B = aspirin

• Bao 2017: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = aspirin

• Farquharson 2002: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = aspirin
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• Fouda 2010: group A = high-dose LMWH plus aspirin, group B = low-dose LMWH plus aspirin;

• Fouda 2011: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = UFH + aspirin

• Kutteh 1996a: group A = UFH + aspirin, group B = aspirin

• Kutteh 1996b: group A = high-dose UFH plus aspirin, group B = low-dose UFH + aspirin

• Laskin 2009: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = aspirin

• Pattison 2000: group A = aspirin, group B = placebo

• Rai 1997: group A = UFH + aspirin, group B = aspirin

• Stephenson 2004: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = UFH + aspirin

 
 

  Live birth Pre-
eclampsia

Maternal bleed-
ing

Thrombo

cytopenia

Allergic

Reac-
tions

VTE ATE Preterm de-
livery

IUGR Congeni-
tal

Malfor-
mations

Neonatal

Bleeding

Studies A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B

Alalaf 2012 69/80 44/61 1/69 0/44 5/81 NA NA NA NA NA 0/80 0/61 3/69 2/44 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Bao 2017 449/497 363/518 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Farquharson
2002

40/51 34/47 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2/40 4/34 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Fouda 2010 23/30 21/30 3/30 2/30 0/30 0/30 0/30 0/30 NA NA 0/30 0/30 3/23 2/21 2/30 1/30 0/23 0/21 0/23 0/21

Fouda 2011* 24/30 20/30 2/24 1/20 0/30

3/30

0/30

3/30

0/30 0/30 0/30 1/30 0/30 0/30 3/24 2/20 1/24 2/20 0/24 0/20 0/24 0/20

Kutteh 1996a** 20/25 11/25 2/20 1/11 0/20

3/20

0/11

1/11

0/25 0/25 NA NA 0/25 0/25 3/20 1/11 3/20 1/11 NA NA NA NA

Kutteh 1996b** 20/25 19/25 2/20 1/19 0/20

3/20

0/19

4/19

0/25 0/25 NA NA NA NA 3/20 1/19 3/20 0/19 NA NA NA NA

Laskin 2009 17/22 15/20 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0/22 0/20 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Pattison 2000 16/20 17/20 3/16 3/17 9/20 7/20 NA NA NA NA NA NA 2/16 0/17 1/16 4/17 1/16 1/17 NA NA

Table 2.   Summary of reported outcomes 
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Rai 1997 32/45 19/45 0/32 1/19 0/45 NA 0/45 NA 0/45 NA 0/45 0/45 8/32 4/19 3/32 1/19 0/32 0/19 NA NA

Stephenson
2004

9/13 4/13 1/13 0/13 0/13 0/13 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Table 2.   Summary of reported outcomes  (Continued)

ATE: arterial thromboembolism;LMWH: low-molecular weight heparin; NA: outcome not assessed; UFH: unfractionated heparin; VTE: venous thromboembolism.
• Alalaf 2012: group A = LMWH, group B = aspirin

• Bao 2017: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = aspirin

• Farquharson 2002: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = aspirin

• Fouda 2010: group A = high-dose LMWH plus aspirin, group B = low-dose LMWH plus aspirin

• Fouda 2011: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = UFH + aspirin, *no bleeding in either group, subcutaneous bruising 3/30 in both group

• Kutteh 1996a: group A = UFH + aspirin, group B = aspirin; **no major bleeding, reports are minor bleeding events

• Kutteh 1996b: group A = high-dose UFH plus aspirin, group B = low-dose UFH + aspirin; **no major bleeding events, reports are minor bleeding events

• Laskin 2009: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = aspirin

• Pattison 2000: group A = aspirin, group B = placebo

• Rai 1997: group A = UFH + aspirin, group B = aspirin

• Stephenson 2004: group A = LMWH + aspirin, group B = UFH + aspirin
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A P P E N D I C E S

Appendix 1. Search strategies

ICTRP and ClinicalTrials.gov search terms (up to 26 November 2018)

Each line was run separately

ICTRP

antiphospholipid AND miscarriage

anti-phospholipid AND miscarriage

antiphospholipid AND pregnancy

anti-phospholipid AND pregnancy

hughes syndrome AND pregnancy

hughes syndrome AND miscarriage

heparin AND miscarriage

aspirin AND miscarriage

anticoagulant(s) AND miscarriage

ClinicalTrials.gov

Advanced search

Types of study: Interventional

Condition: Antiphospholipid in pregnancy; recurrent miscarriage; Hughes syndrome

H I S T O R Y

Protocol first published: Issue 11, 2017
Review first published: Issue 5, 2020
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D I F F E R E N C E S   B E T W E E N   P R O T O C O L   A N D   R E V I E W

Pregnancy loss (total, early loss < 24 weeks, late loss ≥ 24 weeks) was stated as the primary outcome in the protocol. All trials reported live
birth rates and most pregnancy loss as well, with only one trial reporting early or late pregnancy loss separately. Since pregnancy loss and
live birth rate in fact describe the same outcome, we decided to redefine our primary outcome to live birth. Live birth and pregnancy loss are
highly interrelated and in fact describe the (inverse of the) same outcome and the eIects of the evaluated interventions. However, the size
of the eIect estimate will diIer as it is an eIect estimate of a relatively frequent event, i.e. live birth, as opposed to a less frequent event, i.e.
pregnancy loss. Live birth is a patient-relevant outcome and the included studies all focus on live birth rate as well. We decided to redefine
our primary outcome to live birth, as this also allows for a comparison with other studies in the area of recurrent miscarriage that have
“ongoing pregnancy” (for instance aUer 12 or 20 weeks) as a primary outcome. Pregnancy loss is reported as a secondary outcome as well
in a separate analysis for each comparison, in line with a recent Cochrane Review on progestogen for prevention of recurrent miscarriage
(Haas 2019).

Our protocol stated two main comparisons; 1) heparin or aspirin, or both versus no treatment or placebo and 2) heparin with or without
aspirin versus aspirin. We aimed to compare aspirin, heparin (either UFH or LMWH), a combination of heparin and aspirin with another or
no treatment or both, as described in our protocol in the 'Types of interventions' section. For main comparison 2, heparin with or without
aspirin versus aspirin alone, we did an additional subgroup analysis per type of heparin, as we feel that the outcomes per type of heparin
are more relevant for clinical practice than the overall outcome for all heparins combined. Over the course of almost 25 years, clinical
practice with regard to heparin treatment has changed from using UFH subcutaneously to the current standard of care of LMWH. For this
reason, we consider reporting the subgroup results for both UFH and LMWH to be a more granular description of the evidence and highly
relevant for current clinical practice.

We decided to split up main comparison 2, leading to two main comparisons and five comparisons overall in the current review 1) heparin
or aspirin, or both versus no treatment or placebo, 2) heparin (LMWH or UFH) plus aspirin versus aspirin, 3) heparin versus aspirin, 4) LMWH
plus aspirin versus UFH plus aspirin and 5) higher dose of heparin (LMWH or UFH) plus aspirin versus lower dose of heparin (LMWH or UFH)
plus aspirin. We have GRADED all pre-specified outcomes and produced a Summary of findings table for main comparison 1 and 2.

In addition, according to our protocol, participants would be pregnant women with recurrent (two or more, which do not have to be
consecutive) pregnancy losses in presence of persistent (on two separate occasions, at least 12 weeks apart) aPL. As the criteria for APS and
testing for aPL changed (Miyakis 2006), studies prior to 2006 also evaluated women with persistent aPL, tested six to eight weeks apart. We
decided to include all studies in which women had persistent antibodies; i.e. persistent presence of aPL, tested on two separate occasions,
independent of the time-frame.
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